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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR UPPER CANADA.

[No. 1113, A.]

Education Office,

Toronto, 20th April, 1858.

Sir,—I have the honor to suhmit, for the information of the Governor General

in Council and the Members of the Legislature, the following Special Report on

the Separate School provisions of the School Law of Upper Canada, and the

measures which have been adopted to supply the Municipalities with school text-

books, apparatus, and libraries.

1 have thought it my duty, once for all, to lay before the Government and the

Legislature the fullest information at my command on these subjects,—presenting,

as they do, features of our system of public instruction which, (excepting that of

separate schools) have attracted little public attention, and are, perhaps, less under-

stood, if not less appreciated, than some other parts of our public school system.

From the following Report it will be seen that what I have done in regard to pro-

viding public schools and municipalities with apparatus and libraries, has been

done after the most careful inquiry and consideration, and in accordance with the

best example and highest authority both in England and in the neighboring States.

Since the first establiishment of the National Board of Education in Ireland,

in 1831, its system and proceedings have been fiercely assailed, and often grossly

misrepresented. In one of its early reports, the Board put forth a full reply to all

these attacks and misrepresentations, and it has reprinted that reply, with additions,

in the appendix to every annual report for more than twenty-five years—thus

causing each annual report to contain not only an expose of the operations of the

system of National Education in Ireland, but a complete vindication of it. Instead

of thus encumbering my annual report with an exposition and discussion of that

kind, I have thought it better to present the following Special Report.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant.

E. RYERSON.

The Honorable T. J. J. Loranger, M. P. P.,

Secretary of the Province,

Toronto.





SPECIAL REPORT.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, UPPER CANADA.

For the information of the. Government and Members of the Legislature, I

desire to present the following Special Report respecting those features of public

instruction in Upper Canada which permit the establishment of separate schools,

and provide for public libraries, text-books, maps, globes, and other apparatus, for

the Common and Grammar Schools ; and to make a few remarks in reference to

certain objections which have been made in some of the public prints to the school

s\ stem.

PART I.

PROVISIONS OF THE LAW RE I ATING TO SEPARATE SCHOOLS.

In the first School Act which was passed by the Legislature, at its first session,

in 1841, after the Union of Upper and Lower Canada, provision was made permit-

ting the establishment of separate Protestant and Roman Catholic schools under

certain circumstances. This Act applied equally to Upper and Lower Canada ; but

it was not found equally applicable to both sections of United Canada, and, there-

fore, in 1843, an amended Upper Canada School Act was passed, having been
introduced into the Legislature by the Honorable Mr. Hincks, then Inspector

General. Its provisions relating to separate schools were in the following words :

41 LV. And be it enacted, That in all cases wherein the teacher of When teacher

any such school shall happen to be a. Roman Catholic, the Protestant " a
1^mS

inhabitants shall be entitled to have a teacher of their own religious Sit^t^ihaS-
persuasion, upon the application of ten or more resident freeholders or tauts entitled

householders of any school district, or within the limits assigned to any to » Protestant

town or city school ; and in like manner, when the teacher of any such ^* *£™
school shali happen to be a Protestant, the Roman Catholic inhabitants

shall have a separate school, with a teacher of their own religious

persuasion, upon a like application." «,

"LVi. And be it enacted, That such applications shall be made Application to

in writing, signed with the names of each resident freeholder or house- be made in

holder, and addressed and delivered to the Township, Town, or City ^tamname
Superintendent; and such application shall contain the names of three of three trus-

Trustees who shall be the Trustees of such separate school; and upon tees.

the compliance of such Trustees, and of the Towgship, Town, or

City Superintendent, with the requirements of this Act, such school School

shall be entitled to receive its share of the public appropriation, accord- entitled to

ing to the number of children of the religions persuasion who shall 8™°*'

attend such separate school which share shall be settled and adjudged

by the Township, Town, or City Superintendent, subject to an appeal to

the County Superintendent; and all such separate schools shall be sub- Separate

iect to the visitations, conditions, rules and obligations, provided in Sohoob sub-

.i • < i i ii \tl led to ?uita-
this Act with reierence to other common schools, Of to other town or

j jiip ;inil u[her

city schools established under this Act." obligations.
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In the School Act of 1846, introduced into the Legislature by the Honorable
Mr. Draper, then Attorney General, amending and superseding the Act of 1843,
establishing a Board or Council of Public Instruction, providing for a Normal School,

&c, the same provisions in regard to separate schools were re-enacted in the fol-

lowing words :

Provisions « XXXII. And be it enacted, That in all cases wherein the teacher

Section*LV °* any Common School shall happen to be a Roman Catholic, the

above. Protestant inhabitants of the section to which such school belongs shall

be entitled to have a school with a Protestant teacher, upon the applica-

tion of ten or more resident landholders or householders of any such
school section, or within the limits assigned to any town or city school

;

and in like manner when the teacher of any such school shall happen
to be a Protestant, the Roman Catholic inhabitants ^hall have a separate

school, with a teacher of their own religious persuasion, upon a like

application."

Provisions " XXXIII. And be it enacted, That such applications shall be
same as made in writing, signed with the name of each landholder or house-
Section LVI. , , ,

-i i i i i -i i r\« • •
i

above. holder, and addressed and transmitted to the District superintendent

;

and such application shall contain the names of three Trustees, who <

shall be the Trustees of such separate school ; and upon the compli-

ance of such Trustees with the requirements of this Act, such school

shall be entitled to receive its share of the public appropriation, accord-

ing to the number of children of the religious class or persuasion who
shall attend such separate school and from any Common School District

;

which share shall be determined by the District Superintendent ; and
such separate schools shall be subject to the visitations, conditions,

rules and obligations provided in this Act, with reference to other

common schools."

The first School Act creating one Board of School Trustees, and providing for

a system of schools in the cities and towns of Upper Canada, was passed in 1847,

having been introduced into the Legislature by the Honorable J. Hillyard Cameron,

then Solicitor General, and contained the following provision with regard to separate

schools :

Board to de- » V. It shall be the duty of the Board of Trustees of each City
termiue kind ^ Town," " Thirdly, to determine the number, sites and description
of Schools in

i i • i i ii . ii-ii i • • i • i •

cities & towns, ot schools which shall be established and maintained in such city or

town, and whether such school or schools shall be denominational or

mixed." This provision was not satisfactory to the supporters of Sepa-

rate Schools, who desired the right to establish them to be restored to

themselves instead of being placed at the discretion of the public

Board of Trustees."

The Upper Canada School Act, passed during the session of the burning of the

Parliament House in Montreal, in 1849, contained no provision for Separate Schools ;

but that Act never came into operation, and was superseded by the Common School

Act of 1850, introduced into the Legislature by the Honorable Mr. Hincks, then

Inspector General, and which embraced all the provisions of the School Acts of

1846 and 1847, with such modifications and additions as were suggested by expe-

rience and required by the progress of the school system. The following are the

provisions of that Act in regard to separate schools:
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" XIX. And be it enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Muni- May establish

cipal Council of any Township, and of the Board of School Trustees of8ePJirat,;
.

any City, Town, or incorporated Village, on the application in writing ofp
ro°estauts

twelve or more resident heads of families, to authorize the establish- Roman Catio-

ment of one or more separate schools for Protestants, Roman Catholics, lieB
>
an(1 co1-

or coloured people, and, in such case, it shall prescribe the limits of the
oured PeoPle '

divisions or sections for such schools, arid shall make the same provision

for the holding of the first meeting for the election of Trustees of each
such separate school or schools, as is provided in the fourth section of

this Act for holding the first school meeting in a new school section :

Provided always, that each such separate school shall go into operation

at the same time with alterations in school sections, and shall be under
the same regulations in respect to the persons for whom such school is

permitted to be established, as are Common Schools generally : Provided Manner of

secondly, that none but coloured people shall be allowed to vote for*lect !
n£ T™8 '

the election of Trustees of the separate school for their children, and separate school

none but the parties petitioning for the establishment of, or sending sections,

children to a separate Prutestant or Roman Catholic school, shall vote

at the election of Trustees of such school: Provided thirdly, that each And of appor-

such separate Protestant, or Roman Catholic, or coloured school shall be tlomnS school

entitled to share in the school fund according to the average attendance them
of pupils attending each such separate school, (the mean attendance of

pupils for both summer and winter being taken,) as compared with the

whole average attendance of pupils attending the Common Schools in

such City, Town, Village or Township : Provided fourthly, that no
Protestant separate school shall be allowed in any school division except

when the Teacher of the Common School is a Roman Catholie, nor

shall any Roman Catholic separate school be allowed except when the

Teacher of the Common School is a Protestant: Provided fifthly, that Proviso as to

the Trustees of the Common School sections within the limits of which certam

such separate school section or sections shall have been formed, shall not

include the children attending such separate school or schools in their

return of children of school age residing in their school sections."

Application having been made for a second Roman Catholic separate school

in Toronto, and objection having been made to the right of having more than one
under the foregoing section of the statute, and the Court of Queen's Bench
having by its decision sustained the objection, a short Act was introduced into the

Legislature in 1851, by the Honorable John Ross, and passed, consisting of the

following section

:

AN ACT TO DEFINE AND RESTORE CERTAIN RIGHTS TO PARTIES

THEREIN MENTIONED.

[Received the Royal Assent, 30th August, 1851.]
" \ 17HEREAS it. is expedient to remove doubts which have arisen in Preamble

Y regard to certain provisions of ihe nineteenth section of an Act

passed in the thirteenth and fourteenth years of Her Majesty's Reign, 13th and uth

and intituled An Act for the better Establishment and Maintenance ^/^g"^^"
Common Schools in Upper Canada; and whereas it is inexpedient to

xix c |ted

deprive any of the parties concerned of rights which they have enjoyed

under preceding School Acts for Upper Canada : Be it therefore enacted

by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and

consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of the
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Province of Canada, constituted and assembled by virtue of and under
the authority of an Act passed in the Parliament of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, and intituled An Act to re-untie

the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, and for the Government

of Canada, and it is hereby enacted by the authority of the same,

Each party ap- That each of the parties applying, according to the provisions of the
plying shall be said nineteenth section of said Act, shall be entitled to have a separate

have "sepa- scno°l m each ward, or in two or more wards united, as said party or

rate school in parties shall judge expedient, in each city or town in Upper Canada:
each ward or Provided always, that each such school shall be subject to all the obliga-

wards°
tions and entitled to all the advantages imposed and conferred upon

Proviso. separate schools by the said nineteenth section of the said Act."

In 1853, the Supplementary School Act was passed, having been introduced
into the Legislature by the Honorable Mr. Richards, then Attorney General ; and,

to remove the objections and satisfy the wishes of certain parties, the following

section was adopted, modifying that of 1850, in regard to separate schools :

Persons send- "IV. And be it enacted, That in all Cities, Towns, and incorporated
ing children to yiHages and School Sections, in which separate Schools do or shall

^certain
1 mgex ist according to the provisions of the Common School Acts of Upper

amount to Canada, persons of the religious persuasion of each such separate
separate school, sending children to it, or supporting such school by subscribing

exempted
&

tnereto annually an amount equal to the sum which each such person

from Common would be liable to pay (if such separate school did not exist) on any
School rates, assessment to obtain the annual Common School grant for each such

City, Town, incorporated Village or Township, shall be exempted from
the payment of all rates imposed for the support of the common public

Schools of each such City, Town, incorporated Village or School

Section, and of all rates imposed for the purpose of obtaining the

Legislative Common School Grant for such City, Town, incorporated
Separate Village or Township ; and each such separate School shall share in
Schools to suc j;1 Legislative Common School Grant only (and not in any School

lative School money raised by Local Municipal Assessment) according to the average
Grant accord- attendance of pupils attending each such separate School, (the mean
ing to average attendance of pupils for winter and summer beinp: taken) as compared

with the whole average attendance of pupils attending the common
schools in each such City, Town, incorporated Village or Township

;

and a certificate of qualification signed by the majority of the Trustees

of such separate School shall be sufficient for any Teacher of such

1st Proviso— School ; Provided always, firstly, that the exemption from the payment
Exemptions f sucn School rates, as herein provided, shall not extend beyond the

ment of* Com- Peri°d of such persons sending children to or subscribing as aforesaid

mon School for the support of such separate School ; nor shall such exemption
Rates. extend to School rates or taxes imposed or to be imposed to pay for

Conditional School-houses, the erection of which was undertaken or entered into
Exception.

before the establishment of such separate School ; Provided secondly,

2nd Proviso— that the Trustees of each such separate School shall, on or before the
Returns from thirteenth day of June, and thirty-first day of December of each year,

Schools \o transmit to the local Superintendent, a correct return of the names of

local Superin all persons of the religions persuasion of such separate School, who shall
tendent. have sent children to or subscribed as aforesaid for the support of such

p0rters^_
sup

" separate School during the six months previous, and the names of the
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children sent, and amounts subscribed by them respectively, together names of chil-

with the average attendance of pupils in such separate School during dren—amount

such period ; And the Superintendent shall forthwith make a return to
subscnbed -

the Clerk of the Municipality and to the Trustees of the School Local Super-

Section or Municipality in which such separate School is established, inteQdent to

stating the names of all the persons who, being members of the same t^cferk'of
1

religious denomination, contribute or send children to such separate Municipality.

School, and the Clerk shall not include in the Collector's Roll for the Clerk shall

general or other School rate, and the Trustees or Board of Trustees not include the

shall not include in their School Rolls, except for any rate for the peparate ™
°f

building of School-houses undertaken before the establishing of such Schools in

separate School as herein mentioned, the name of any such person as Collector
'

8

appears upon such return then last received from the said Superin- °
'

tendent : And the Clerk or other Officer of the Municipality within Access to Roll

which such separate School is established, having possession of the allowed -

Assessor or Collector's Roll of the said Municipality, is hereby required
to allow any one of the said Trustees, or their authorized Collector, to

make a copy of such Roll as far as it shall relate to their School Section
;

Provided thirdly, that the provisions of the thirteenth section of the 3rd Proviso,

said Upper Canada School Act of 1850 shall apply to the Trustees
|
ecli on 13

>

and Teachers of separate Schools, the same as to Trustees and lhgJ ^hau'
Teachers of other Common Schools: Provided fourthly, that the ply to separate

Trustees of each such separate School shall be a corporation and shall Schools -

have the same power to impose, levy and collect School rates or sub- 4th Proviso,

scriptions upon and from persons sending children to or subscribing Trustn
^
s of

towrards the support of such separate School, as the Trustees of a sdioots^o be
School Section have to impose, levy and collect School Rates or sub- a corporation,

scriptions from persons having property in such Section or sending Their Power

children to or subscribing towards the support of the Common School r

°

t

°° e

&c

of such section : Provided fifthly, that the foregoing provisions in this

clause shall take effect from the first day of January, one thousand eight 5th Proviso,

hundred and fifty-three, and shall extend to the separate Schools £°^
a

J®n
effect

established or intended to be established under the provisions of the 1853.

Upper Canada Common School Acts: Provided sixthly, that no person 6th Proviso,

belonging to the religious persuasion of such separate School, and
ê

upP.^ters of

sending a child or children thereto or subscribing towards the support Schools not

thereof, shall be allowed to vote at the Election of any Trustee for a permitted to

public Common School in the City, Town, incorporated Village or m^n School"
1"

School Section within the limits of which such separate School shall Trustees.

be situate."

I think it ''but fair to add, that these provisions of the several School Acts

respecting separate Schools, together with the drafts of the Acts themselves passed

from 1846 to 1853 inclusive, were all prepared and recommended by the writer of

this Report.

In the winter of 1852 and 1853, I made an official tour of Upper Canada,
and held by appointment a public school meeting in each county,—having previously

prepared the first draft of the Supplementary School Act of 1853. On the provi-

sions of that draft of Bill, 1 consulted the most intelligent and experienced men
in school matters in the several counties, and especially on the clauses of the above
quoted fourth section of the Act. J think I am warranted in saying, that those

intelligent men of all parties whom I consulted without reserve, unanimously
agreed to those clauses of the separate school section ; but were also strongly of
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the opinion, with myself, that no further concession in that direction should be
made under any circumstances, or could be made without endangering the whole
national school system, and violating individual and municipal rights. After having
completed my tour, 1 proceeded to Quebec in March, 1853, to submit to the

favorable consideration of the Government the draft of Bill as revised and improved
by extensive consultations with practical men in all parts of Upper Canada,

—

stating it as the result of much consultation,—that the fourth sec i ion of it was the

largest and the last concession that could ever be obtained from Upper Canada on
the subject of separate schools. I conversed on the subject with the leading men
of all parties in the Legislature. The Bill was introduced and passed without a

division, as far as I can recollect, and became the Supplementary School Act of

1853. After the passing of that Act, the Roman Catholic ecclesiastics and the

press under their control, expressed their satisfaction with and eulogized the separate

school section of it. But some of them soon recommenced an agitation on new issues.

At length, in 1855, the provisions of the preceding Acts, so far as they related to

Roman Catholic separate Schools, were superseded by the present Roman Catholic

Separate School Act, prepared under the auspices of certain Roman Catholic ec-

clesiastics, and introduced into the Legislature by the Honorable Colonel Tache,

—

the first time that Lower Canada influence was invoked and employed to control

legislation on the educational affairs of Upper Canada. But the provisions of this

Act, as modified under the auspices of the Attorney General for Upper Canada, and
in accordance with the wishes of the Upper Canada members of the Legislature,

having been restricted to the Roman Catholics under the sanction of certain of

whose ecclesiastical dignitaries it was prepared, are, in my opinion, quite as con-

sistent with the integrity and efficiency of our general School system as the separate

School provisions of the preceding School Acts, and not so convenient for the sup-

porters of separate Schools as the fourth section of the Supplementary School Act.

In connexion with this sketch of legislation respecting separate Schools, two
or three remarks are required. The first is, that until 1850, the leading men and
press of all parries acquiesced in the separate School provisions of the law. I do not

recollect that there was even a discussion on the subject, either in or out of Parlia-

ment, or any objection to it from any quarter.

A second remark is, that until 1852, separate Schools were never advo-

cated as a theory, much less as a doctrine, and less still as an article of faith. No
parent was ever considered guilty of sin, much less of " mortal sin," for sending

his child to a public or mixed School. A Roman Catholic separate School was
authorized by law only when the teacher of the public school was a Protestant, and
vice versa. No attack upon, or objection to, the moral character of the public

schools was then made, though they were then much more defective morally, as

well as otherwise, than now. Separate Schools were designed for, and almost if

not entirely confined to, places where the then strong, (more so than now) and often

exasperated, feelings between the Irish Protestants and Roman Catholics did not

permit them to unite in the school education of their children. As late as 1851,

a Roman Catholic Prelate and Vicar General, in desiring the provision in the Hon-
orable Mr. Ross's short Act above referred to, averred that they did not desire

separate Schools, they only wanted protection from insult and injustice ; so that

they might say to Trustees of public schools, that if Roman Catholic children were
not treated as fairly as others they would establish separate Schools ; and, after

the passing of that Act, the same Prelate and Vicar General called upon me to

express their thanks for the part I had taken in preparing and recommending it for

them. But what was before had recourse to under certain circumstances, was
afterwards demanded without reference to circumstances ; and what was before

desired as a protection against insult and oppression, was afterwards announced as

a doctrine of conscience and advocated as an instrument of religious nropagandism.
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This leads me to a third remark, namely, lhat certain dignitaries of the Church
in Upper Canada, for whose members the separate School provisions of the School
law were specially designed, have assumed since 1852, a threefold position

essentially different from what they had ever before professed. (1) They have
advocated separate Schools (not as a protection against wrong in particular

cases, but) as an institution and agency of their Church, and as a dogma of

faith and a rule of duty binding upon all their adherents, and in all places. (2)
The\ have advocated the support of these Schools by Municipal taxation, as well
as by Legislative grant, and that according to the number of their Church popula-
tion, and not according to the number of children they might teach, or even
according to the number of those who might desire separate Schools for their

children—thus leaving their own Church adherents without any right of individual

choice, and the Municipalities or Common School Trustees without any power to

levy a School rate, to erect a School-house or furnish a School, or support a teacher,

or for any School purpose whatever, unless a corresponding sum according to

population was given in support of the Roman Catholic Church Schools. (3)
They have, in order to build up their own Schools at the expense of the public
Schools, and to promote the other objects of their Church organization, attacked the
character of the Common Schools generally as nurseries of vice rather than of
virtue, as sinks of iniquity instead ot fountains of knowledge, and avowed their

great and ultimate object, to be the destruction of the national School system of
Upper Canada, and have invoked aid from Lower Canada to accomplish it.

To show that I am quite correct in my remarks in reference to the first of the

positions above stated, it is only necessary to recollect the means which the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Toronto employed to enforce his Church teachings, when in an
official circular to the clergy and laity of his diocese, he said " Catholic electors in
'•' this country, who do not use their electoral power in behalf of Separate Schools are
" guilty of mortal sin. Likewise parents who do not make the sacrifices necessary to
" secure such schools, or send their children to mixed schools. Moreover the Con-
" fessor who would give absolution to such parents, electors, or legislators as support
" mixed schools to the prejudice of separate schools, would be guilty of a mortal sin."

I may also add that each of the three bills prepared and insisted upon by the
authority of several prelates of the Roman Catholic Church, involved all, and a good
deal more, than is implied in the second of the above stated positions.* And as to

their attacking the character and system of public schools in Upper Canada, the
Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto declaring them so "dangerous to faith and
" morals " that it was " mortal sin" for a Roman Catholic parent to send his children
to them, was but the signal of a whole volley of the fiercest attacks upon the schools
and school system of Upper Canada by the press, and clergy under the endorsation
of certain Bishops of the same church, avowing the destruction of those schools, and
declaiming in the language of anticipated triumph that " the days of the Common
School system are numbered ; its dissolution is only a question of time." (Reverend
J. M. Bruyere's letters, page 100.) The Montreal newspaper organ of the same
party has avowed again and again that their object was the destruction of our public
school system—designating our schools as "hell-begotten common schools"—de-
claring that " the public opinion or strong feeling of Protestants of Upper Canada
" in favor of the actual iniquitous school system of that section of the Province is in
" our ears but the blatent bellowing of a brutal and ignorant rabble," and concluding
with the words " come what may, state schoolism must be crushed." (" Montreal
True Witness," February 19th, and March 5th, 1858.)f

* See Correspondence on Separate Schools in Upper Canada, printed by order of the Legislative
Assembly, in Return to an Andreps dated the 2nd of April, 1855.

f The same paper, under date of the *7th of May, after quoting from recent attacks in the Toronto
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It would have been unjustifiable for me to introduce into this Report such
epithets and language in regard to the schools and Protestant inhabitants of Upper
Canada, were they not mere samples of the spirit and style of the publication from
which they are selected, during the last three or four years, and was not that pub-
lication the recognized organ of those who have assailed our public school system—
Bishops and clergy publicly subscribing to sustain it, and recommending it to the
" Catholics of the Province/' eulogizing the invaluable services rendered by the

True Witness " to religion and society," and declaring, as in the language of a public

meeting presided over by T. D. McGee, Esq., M.P.P., " that the discontinuance of
" the True Witness under any circumstances would be an immense misfortune to the
" whole Catholic public of Canada."

Considering that for more than ten years no dissatisfaction had been expressed

by any party with the separate school provisions of our School Law, and that all

parties had consented to their introduction and continuance, and that these pro-

visions, as has been shown by the most minute analysis and comparison,"* are, as a
whole, more favorable to separate schools in Upper Canada than the corresponding

provisions in the Lower Canada School Law are to the dissentient schools of that

section of the Province ; and considering the new positions assumed by the advo-

cates of separate schools, their attacks upon the character of the schools and great

majority of the people of Upper Canada, their efforts to subvert the educational

system of Upper Canada by means of Lower Canada votes, to be given under
episcopal penalties, it is not surprising that a deep and general feeling should be

awakened in the western section of the Province, and that many persons who have
been all along assenting parties to the separate school provisions of the law, should,

in retaliation for insults, and as a measure of self-defence, resolve to do all in their

power to sweep these provisions from the statute book.

But in this view I cannot concur ; and I entreat the attention of the friends of

our system of public instruction in Upper Canada of all parties to the following

facts and considerations :

1. In connexion with these separate school provisions, our public school system
has been established, has been developed, and has advanced and extended beyond
precedent or parallel in any other country. In a few rural sections some temporary

or local inconvenience may be experienced from them ; but in the cities and towns

it may be questioned whether the character and efficiency of the public schools are

not rather promoted by the existence of separate schools. Certain it is that if any
educational, intellectual, or social disadvantages are connected with the existence

of separate schools, it is on the side of those who establish and have recourse to

them, and the community at large is only affected and interested by the voluntary

injuries self-inflicted by a few. It is also certain that whatever may be the divisive

spirit of some ecclesiastics, the spirit of the people at large, both Protestant and
Catholic, as well as their interests, are to unity and co-operation, rather than

division and isolation. It is the genius of our Government, it is the pervading spirit

of all our municipal institutions, and involves the essential elements of our pro-

gressive civilization. Experience will teach the economy and immense intellectual,

moral, social, and political advantages of unity and co-operation in educational, as

well as other matters ; and experience will do more through the understanding and
the heart, than forced legislation can accomplish against the will and the prejudices

if not, in some instances at least, against the conscience.

Daily Colonist, proceeds as follows :
" What is our object in citing these opinions of Protestants ? * * *

" Our object is to encourage [our Catholic readers] to persevere, and to renewed activity in their opposi-
« tion to the [Common School system of Upper Canada,] by shewing that they will not have to fight the
" battle * * * single-handed. That we are not left to fight that good fight alone is the great fact which we
u wish to impress upon our readers. We have allies in the Protestant camp : more allies than we wot of" <fec.

* See Appendix A.
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2. Nor should it be forgotten that as long as the right of establishing separate

Schools is elaimed by, and granted to the Protestant minority in Lower Canada, the

right to establish separate Schools ought not to be denied to the Roman Catholic

minority in Upper Canada, and on equal terms. Supposing it to be a disadvantage

to that minority in both cases, it is for the parties chiefly and immediately concerned

to judge, rather than for others. As long as these provisions do not impair the

general efficiency, or impede the progress of the national school system, they may
at least be allowed to remain id the statute book, after having been so long in

existence, and being still desired by a considerable minority.

3. Ought it not also to be recollected, that giving corporate powers to a number
of private individuals, or a large religious community, and taking away those cor-

porate powers, are two very different things ; and though conferring them in the

first place may have been unwise and objectionable, yet depriving the parties of

them after having received and employed them may be still more unwise and objec-

tionable. As a general rule, corporate powers once bestowed upon any party are

never resumed, unless they are grossly abused, or perverted to injurious purposes.

Very few of those who have established separate Schools, or who are likely to

establish them, have been the culpable aggressors upon the character and institutions

of their fellow-citizens. It would be a grave offence indeed on the part of one of

our great religious communities to require and justify the repeal of their College

charter, whether it were wise to grant that charter in the first place or not ; and it

should be an offence equally grave that would justify the repeal of the corporate

rights granted for the establishment of the less pretentious separate schools.

4. Since the commencement of the present session of the Legislature, the

Lower Canada members of all parties, with few exceptions, have disclaimed

the idea and the doctrine of attempting to pass laws for Upper Canada against

the wish of a majority of its own representatives. The ecclesiastical mandates
and efforts to enlist a Lower Canada crusade against the educational institutions

of Upper Canada have been practically repudiated by the enlightened legislators

of Lower Canada ; and in the presence of such a fact, and with such a guaranty,

the legislators of Upper Canada can afford, and will I am persuaded be disposed,

as also a great majority of the people, to be generous as well as just, in regard

to the provisions respecting separate Schools, and give our Roman Catholic fellow

citizens reason to be grateful, rather than complaining, in respect to every thing

affecting their rights, feelings, and interests, that they are associated in govern-

ment and in all the rights and immunities of a free people, with those, a funda-

mental principle of whose religion is right of private judgment and liberty of

conscience, and among whom " equal rights and privileges amongst all classes '*

is a tradition of history. It is very true that authorising the establishment of_

separate Schools by law, and aiding them out of legislative school grants, is

granting to Roman Catholics more than equal rights with other classes of the

community, but it is better to lean to the side of indulgence than to give any.

pretext for complaining of persecution. The Protestant inhabitants of Upper
Canada are well able to be generous and indulgent, and they will have more to

hope for and congratulate themselves upon by permitting the separate school pro-

visions of the school law to remain as they are, than of giving the appearance of
returning evil for evil by abolishing them.

My belief is, that in view of the past, present, and future, the separate

school clauses of the school law ought not to be interfered with, either by making
an iota of concession to the unreasonable demands of ultra-religious propagan-

dists, or by taking away an iota of the rights granted to and possessed by Roman
Catholics during nearly twenty years. I believe that by still maintaining the

school law inviolate in this respect, the interests of the school system will be best

22b
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consulted, as well as the social happiness of Upper Canada. It was agreed by
the leaders of both parties in the Legislative Assembly, in 1850, that the interests

of education should not be made subservient to the purposes of any political party,

but should be identified with the well-being of the country at large, irrespective

of political party. The school system has been so administered and regarded,

from the beginning to the present time ; it has grown up under successive

administrations, and by the support of men of all political parties. I believe that

the greatest calamity that could happen to the national school system of Upper
Canada would be to identify it with any political parly, to degrade it into an
engine, a battle ground, or football of political party conflict. This I havedepre*
cated in successive annual reports, and I do so most earnestly in this special

report. The interests of national education are certainly above those of political

party, and what has been agreed by all parties to introduce into the statute book,

and to continue there for so many years, may still be allowed to remain there

without inconsistency or compromise of any party, especially as aggression from
Lower Canada legislators is no longer to be apprehended, and as Upper Canada
cannot be otherwise than true to herself. Separate Schools, of which there are

108 out of 3,742 Common Schools, exist in only sixty-four out of 400 munici-

palities in Upper Canada, and exist mostly in city, town, and village munici-

palities, where they certainly do no harm to anybody, except to those who estab-

lish them. I think the reasons for allowing the separate School provisions of the

law to remain on the statute book are stronger now than in past years, and I

therefore respectfully submit the propriety and wisdom of this course to the con-

sideration of all parties and of the country at large.

PART II.

measures adopted to introduce into the public SCHOOLS OF UPPER CANADA
UNIFORMITY OF TEXT BOOKS, AND T SUPPLY THE SCHOOLS WITE THE SAME.

On account of the public statements and appeals which have been made on
the subject of supplying the public schools with text-books, globes, maps, &c,
and the municipalities with libraries, I think it proper to lay before the members
of the Government and Legislature a statement of the measures which have been
adopted to accomplish these objects; and first in reference to introducing proper
text-books, maps, &c, into the schools.

Next to providing a school with a good teacher, it is necessary to provide

the teacher and pupils with the proper tools of books, maps, &c, for their work.
Therefore, in my u Report on a System of Public Elementary Instruction for
Upper Canada," submitted to Government and Parliament in 1846, I discussed
and recommended the introduction of a uniform series of text-books into the

schools in immediate connexion with the establishment of a Normal School for

the training of teachers. (See pages 171-174.) I commenced by observing, " The
variety of text-books in the schools, and the objectionable character of many of

them, is a subject of serious and general complaint. All classification of pupils

is thereby prevented, the exertions of the best teachers are in a great measure
paralyzed, the time of the scholars is almost wasted, and improper sentiments
are^often inculcated. This is a subject of loud complaint in the neighbouring
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Spates." I then quoted authorities to show the nature and extent of this evil in

the United States, and remedies suggested, as also the measures which had been
adopted in Prussia, France, Great Britain, and Ireland, in order to provide for

the introduction and use of a uniform system of text-books in the public schools,

and concluded wiih the following remarks :
" The responsible, delicate, and.

difficult task of selecting and recommending books for schools, can, I think, be

more judiciously and satisfactorily performed by a Provincial Board or Council,

than by any individual superintendent. A mere recommendatory authority in

such a body would, I am inclined to believe, be quite sufficient to secure the

introduction and use of proper books in the schools."

A few weeks after presenting that report, I was directed by the Government
to prepare a draft of a bill to give effect to the principles and recommendations em-
bodied in it. The School Act of 1846 was the result, shortly followed by the

issuing of a commission appointing a Board (since called Council) of Public Instruc-

tion, which took immediate steps to establish a Normal School, and recommend a

series of text-books for the schools. Shortly after its organization, the Board
addressed a circular to the Municipal Councils of districts (now counties) and cities,

soliciting their co-operation, by each Council aiding two young men to attend the

Normal School, and by promoting the other objects of the School Act. The intro-

ductory paragraphs of that circular are as follows:
a The new School Act for Upper Canada has provided for the appointment of

" a Board of Education, whose special duty it is to select and recommend proper
" books and libraries, and to establish a Normal School for the better education of
<c school teachers in Upper Canada.

" We to whom this duty has been assigned, havre undertaken it with a strong
" conviction of its importance and difficulty, and with an earnest desire to perform it

"in a manner that will promote, to the greatest possible extent, the best interests of
4< the country.

** Addressing ourselves to the work committed to us, with an interest in com-
"mon with our fellow-subject?, we hope for the cordial and generous co-operation of
" the several District Councils, in promoting the important objects for which the
M Board has been constituted.

" In respect to school-books, it may be sufficient at the present time for us to

" state, that we shall endeavor to make such arrangements that those school-books
" which may be recommended by the Board of Education, for use in schools, shall

" have the additional advantage of being the cheapest as well as the best of their kind.
cl Reduction in the price of school-books will, indeed, follow as the natural conse-
u quence of the use of a uniform series throughout the Province. Persons in this

" branch of business will find it expedient to supply themselves with books which are
" in general and permanent demand ; and, like all other articles in general and con-
" stant use, the price of such books will be reduced in proportion to the extent of
u their circulation and the facilities for procuring them."

The circular from which the above is extracted, is dated " Toronto, August
4th, 1846," and signed by all the members of the Board, as follows ;

" f Michael,

Bishop of Toronto,* Chairman ; Egerton Ryerson, H. J. Grasett, S. B. Harrison,

Joseph C. Morrison, Hugh Scobie, J. S. Howard."
The subsequent steps taken to introduce and provide proper books for the

use of the schools, may be best stated in the words of the special report which I

presented, June 24th, 1847, for the information of His Excellency the Governor

* I cannot forbear remarking bow much the religious peace and unity of Upper Canada, nay of all

Canada, would have been promoted, and the educational interests of the Roman Catholic population ad-
vanced, had the present Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto thought proper to follow in the educational
footsteps of his lamented predecessor.
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General and of the Legislature on the measures which had been adopted to establish

the Normal School, and to carry into effect generally the Act 9 Vic , cap. 20. The
report proceeded as follows :

" One part of the duty of the Board of Education is
c to examine, and recom-

" mend or disapprove of, all books, plans, or forms which maybe submitted to them
a with a view to their use in schools' ; and I lost no time in laying before the Board
" specimens of the National School Books, and the advantageous terms on which I
u believed, from personal conversations with the Commissioners in Dublin, these ad-
" mirable books could be obtained ; as also permission to reprint them in Upper
" Canada. An official communication was directed to be addressed in behalf of the
" Board to the Commissioners ot National Education in Ireland, on the subject ; in

" reply to which the Board received permission to reprint the National School Books
" in Upper Canada, and the offer on the part of the Commissioners to supply the
a Dublin editions for Canadian schools at cost price—nearly one hundred per cent.
" below the retail selling price of these books to the British public.

" The Board, in the first instance, advertised for tenders for reprinting these
61 books, proposing to confine its own privilege of reprinting them to the publisher or
" publishers who would engage to print them in a style similar to the Dublin editions,

" at the lowest prices to the public. Several tenders were sent in for reprinting
" single numbers of the series, in the terms of which there was scarcely a shadow of
" difference ; but no publishing house was willing to invest the capital and assume the
" responsibility of reprinting the entire series at the reduced prices of the imported
" editions. The Board determined, at length, to extendits own privilegeot reprinting
" the National Books to any publisher in Canada who might choose to avail himself
u of it, reserving merely the right of expressing its opinion, favorable or otherwise,
" as to the correctness or quality of any reprints of them.

" The Board adopted a similar course with a view to encourage the importation
u of the National School Books—extending its recommendations to the National
" Commissioners in Dublin in behalf of any person in Upper Canada, to be furnished
" with their books at their proposed reduced prices, who would engage to sell them at

" the rate of not more than twopence currency for every penny sterling of the cost

" prices. Several Canadian booksellers have availed themselves of this offer of the
u Board ; and two publishing houses in Toronto have got the first three Readers of
" the series stereotyped—facsimiles of the last Dublin editions.

" Being satisfied in my own mind that furnishing each Municipal Council in

" Upper Canada with a complete set of the National School Books—as specimens

—

" would tend greatly to facilitate and promote their introduction into our schools, I

" determined, if possible, to accomplish that object at my own expense. Accordingly,
" I wrote to the Secretaries of the National Commissioners in Dublin, explaining the

" object I had in view, and requesting to be informed as to the lowest terms at which
" they would furnish me with twenty-three sets of their books for such a purpose.
" The National Commissioners far exceeded my request and my expectations by
" presenting me with twenty-five complete sets, not only of the books published by
u them, but also of those sanctioned by them, and of their annual reports, each set

" consisting of more than fifty publications.
" The following is an extract from the reply directed by the National Commis-

" sioners to my application :

' Education Office,
1 Dublin, 1st May, 1847.

* Sir,—Having laid before the Commissioners of National Education your letter

' of the 22nd March last, we are now to inform you that the Commissioners, appre-
' ciating your earnest and sincere desire to promote liberal education in Upper
6 Canada, and also to facilitate the dissemination of the Irish National School Books
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* in that Colony, have great pleasure in presenting you with twenty-five sets of the
* publications of this Board, for the important purpose stated in your gratifying

* communication, free of any charge except for freight, &c.
' In addition, the Commissioners send for your acceptance twenty- five sets of

* School Books, not published but sanctioned by them, in the Irish National Schools
;

* and also a complete series of the Annual Reports of the Commissioners, with
1 School Registers, Daily Report Books, Class Rolls, &c, in sets of twenty-five each.'

It may appear hardly credible that measures so moderate, so practical, so

obviously beneficial to the country, would have encountered any hostility or oppo-

sition. Yet so it was, that a majority of the Toronto newspapers, and several

others in the country, assailed the provisions of the law, and the authority of the

Board of Education, and of the Chief Superintendent, with the same kind of objec-

tions, and in terms almost as vituperative as those recently employed by a Toronto
bookseller, a Toronto Editor, and a Toronto wooden-ware and toy merchant. In
the special Report above quoted, I replied to the attacks of the American School-

book dealers and their editorial coadjutors ; and an extract from that reply will

throw light upon the state of things in Upper Canada at that time in regard to

School books, will illustrate the resistance which had to be encountered in order to

effect the present improved state of things, and will show that the recent represen-

tations as to the exorbitant powers and irresponsibility of the Chief Superintendent
and Council of Public Instruction, are but the re-hash of the fabulous creations of

1846 and 1847. The special Report, after referring to convictions produced by
examination of the provisions of the then recent School Act, proceeds thus:

" It has been found that so far from the Trustees having no power to employ
" a Teacher without the permission of the Chief Superintendent, they have more
u power than had been conferred upon School Trustees by the former Act, and
" can employ whom they please, and in what manner and for what time they
" please; that so far from the Board of Education interfering in matters of consci-
" ence between parents and children, and compelling parents to forego cheap and
" buy dear School-books, the Board has no authority of the kind, and has employed
" its best exertions to bring within the reach of all parents cheap as well as good
" books ; that so far from the Chief Superintendent of Schools having authority to
u introduce what books he pleases into Schools, he has no authority whatever in
" respect to introducing books ; and so far from having power to employ and
" dismiss School Teachers at his pleasure, he has no power to employ a School
" Teacher at all, or even to give him a legal certificate of qualification ; that he has
'* no power to interfere in the affairs of any School Section, unless appealed to by
" some party concerned ; that his decisions have in no case the authority of a Court
" of Law; that both his power and his duty relate to seeing the conditions imposed
" by the Legislature fulfilled in the expenditure of the Legislative School grant

;

" that his power is much less than is given to a similar officer in the neighboring
" State of New York, and is an accumulation of labor, and not an exercise of any
"arbitrary authority; that every act of the Chief Superintendent of Schools is

" subject to the authority of a Government responsible to the Legislature of the
u country. But while the constitution of the Board of Education has been ostensibly
" objected to, I believe the real objection is rather against that with which the
" Board has been identified, namely, the prohibition of United States School-books
11

in our Common Schools. It seems to be supposed that if there were no Board
" of Education to recommend books to be used in Schools, there would be no
" exclusion of American books from the Schools.

u The extent to which these books have been introduced into our Schools
u during the last ten years is almost incredible. I believe that nearly one-half of
" the books used in our Schools are from the United States. I have been informed
" by a gentleman who had attended the examination of a Common School, home
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u months since, in the interior of the Home District, that out of twenty-seven
" different School-books in the School, twenty-five of them were American. These
" Books are recommended by their adaptation to Elementary Schools, by their
i( style and cheapness, in comparison of School-books heretofore printed in Canada.

u Many persons have become concerned in the trade of these books ; and
" many Teachers and parents have acquired a partiality for them.

u Hence the attacks upon the Board of Education and the Superintendent of
u Schools in respect to School-books. The fact, however, is, that American Sehool-
" books, unless permitted by the Board, are excluded by the 30th section of the
<c statute ; whereas the Board of Education is constituted by the 3rd section.

" In regard to the exclusion of American books from our schools, I have
ec explained, as I have had opportunity, that it is not because they are foreign books
c< simply that they are excluded, although it is patriotic to use our own in prefer-
u ence to foreign publicalions; but because they are, with very few exceptions,
u anti-British, in every feense of the word.

" They are unlike the School-books of any other enlightened people, so far as

" I have the means of knowing. The School-books of Germany, France, and Great
c< Britain, contain nothing hostile to the institutions or derogatory to the character
" of any other nation. 1 know not of a single English School-book, in which there
" is an allusion to the United States, not calculated to excite a feeling of respect for
u their inhabitants and government. It is not so with American School-books.
" With very few exceptions, they abound in statements and allusions prejudicial

" to the institutions and character of the British nation. It may be said, that such
" statements and allusions are ' few and far between,' and exert no injurious
i( influence upon the minds of children and their parents. But surely no School-
a book would be tolerated which should contain statements and allusions ' few and
u 'far between' against the character and institutions of our common Christianity.

" And why should books be authorized or used in our Schools inveighing against

" the character and institutions of our common country? And as to the influence
11 of such publications, I believe, though silent and imperceptible in its operations,

" it is more extensive and powerful than is generally supposed. I believe such
" books are one element of powerful influence against the established govern-
" ment of the country. From facts which have come to my knowledge, I believe

" it will be found, on inquiry, that in precisely those parts of Upper Canada where
" United States books had been used most extensively, there the spirit of the
" insurrection in 1837 and 1838 was most prevalent.

f The section of the Act excluding foreign School-books, is, I have good reason
" to believe, the real cause of much of the hostility which has been manifested, in

f- some quarters, against the authority of the Board of Education,—an authority which
" is deemed necessary, in some form or other, in every country on which a public
" system of Schools is established.

" Though impressed with the magnitude of the evil arising from the indiscrimi-

" nate use of United States books in our schools, I have thought it premature to
a recommend the enforcement of the law precluding them, until a proper supply
" of equally cheap, if not cheaper books, recommended by the Board of Education,
" should be provided. This, I believe, will be done in the course of the current
" year ; and I doubt not but all parties in the Legislature will agree in the pro-
" priety and expediency of using our own books in our own Schools."

In 1847, I presented to each County and City Council in Upper Canada a set

of the Irish National School-books, which have soon began, as they have since con-

tinued, to supersede all other books in the Schools. When in England in 1850,

on the subject of Libraries (to which 1 will refer hereafter), I found that Her
Majesty's Government had adopted a system of supplying Schools in England and
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Scotland with books, maps, and apparatus, such as were unknown in Canada, and
such as if adopted here might be made eminently advantageous to us. I had inter-

views on the subject with the Marquis of Lansdowne, who was then Chairman of.

the Committee of the Privy Council on Education, and with Earl Grey, who was

then Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies. Their Lordships entered cordi-

ally into my views. I at length, through Earl Grey, submitted the subject to the

consideration of the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education, in an official

letter, of which the following is an extract:

(Copy.)
" 27, Craven Street, Strand,

London, 3rd December, 1850.

" My Lord,— I have the honor to submit to the favorable consideration of your
" Lordship, the advantage and importance of obtaining, by means of your Lordship's
*' good offices, the sanction of the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education to

"an arrangement for supplying Schools in Canada, through the department of Pub-
" lie Instruction there, with Books, Maps and Apparatus for Schools at the same
" prices at which Schools, aided by the Committee of Council in England, are
" supplied."

" From official documents, with copies of which I have been favored since my
* arrival in London, 1 learn that the Committee of Council on Education have
" adopted the same method, which the Government of Canada has authorized me
"to employ, for supplying Schools and Municipalities in Upper Canada with Books
a for Schools and Libraries. To anglicize our School system as much as possible

"in the books used, the School law of Upper Canada expressly provides, 'That no
"foreign book in the English branch of education shall be used in any Schoo
" without the express permission of the Council of Public Instruction.' In the
* spirit of this legal provision, I have come to England, determined to leave no
" means unemployed to give efFect to the design of the law, not by mere arbitary
u authority, but by procuring and recommending better and cheaper English and
" Canadian Books than can be imported from the United States ; at least so far as
" it relates to Text Books, Maps, &c, in the Schools,—the publications which exert
" the most potent influence over the youthful mind and domestic associations of the
u country.

" la former years Upper Canada was filled with objectionable American School
" books, from the zeal of American book-vendors, and from the paucity of other

"good School books ; but during the last four years I have succeeded in reducing
* the use of American School Books in Upper Canada at least five hundred per

"cent, by means of procuring and recommending other good and cheap books;
" and should the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education sanction the ar-

" rangement which I now propose, I have strong confidence that we shall be able
" to supply our Schools with English Maps and Books in every branch of elemen-
" tary instruction.

" In the list of Books and Maps sanctioned and provided by the Committee of
" Council on Education, are included all the School publications we will require in

" our Schools, except some Prints and Books in Natural History, which I have ar-

" ranged for obtaining on moderate terms from the Society for the Promotion of
" Christian Knowledge ; and the prices which the Committee of Council on Edu-
" cation dispose of the publications recommended by them to Managers of Schools,
" aided out of the Parliamentary grant, are lower than the prices at which I can
11 procure them from the individual publishers themselves, apart from the trouble
M and expense and almost impossibility of treating and dealing with so many
« parties." (Signed,) E. RYERSON.
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Earl Grey lost no time in recommending the proposals of my letter to the

favorable consideration of the Committee of Council on Education and soon after

wards enclosed to me a copy of their reply, of which the following is an extract I

(Copy.) Committee of Council on Education,
Privy Council Office,

Downing Street, 18th December, 1850.
u Upper Canada.

" Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the
a 10th instant, in which by direction of Earl Grey, you recommend the application
" of Dr. Ryerson, Superintendent of Education in Upper Canada, to obtain sup-

plies of Books and Maps for the Schools in that Province, through the agency
11 which the Education Committee of the Privy Council has provided for the sup-

"ply of Schools under inspection in England and Wales.

" Their lordships are desirous of meeting the wishes of Earl Grey, as far as
•• may be in their power. I am, however, to make the following remarks :

—

" The terms upon which the various works named in their Lordship's book
61 schedules are supplied by the publishers, have been the subject of separate agree-
M ments, and part of the understanding into which the Committee entered with the
u publishers, was to the effect that orders for books at the prices specified, should be
" issued by their Lordships on account of those schools only which would be ad-

"missible to receive other assistance from the Education grant. This grant being
" applicable to Great Britain only, and not to the Colonies, my Lords cannot, under
u the existing agreements carry Dr. Ryerson's proposal into effect. They will,

" however, issue a circular to the publishers', inquiring whether they are willing
" that Dr. Ryerson's orders should be included in those issued to them by the Com-
" mittee.

" My Lords do not anticipate any objection on the part of the publishers, the
" increased sale at the reduced prices being likely to more than counterbalance
u the profits of the smaller sale at unreduced prices which it may supersede.

" The collection and distribution of the works, from time to time, ordered by
" their Lordships, is managed by Messrs. Longman, as their agent. For this ser-
u vice Messrs. Longman receive a percentage of five per cent, on the total value of
u the books ordered. This percentage includes the cost of packing, but not the

" carriage or delivery, which has to be defrayed by the persons receiving the books.
<c The percentage for agency is not charged to the promoters of Schools in England
u and Wales, but is borne upon the Education grant. In the case of Canada, how-
u ever (for the reason above stated), a proportional part of this percentage, ac-
" cording to the amount of the quarterly order, would have to be paid as well as
" the value of the books by the agents for the Colony.

"The orders from Canada would also have to be strictly limited to the nu ru-

bber proposed (four in the year), in order not to increase materially the pressure

"upon that part of their Lordships' establishment in which these grants are admin*
u istered, and which is not more than adequate to the existing calls upon it.

11 It will be time, after receiving an answer from the publishers, to fix upon a
correspondent in London, to whom the books may be addressed.

(Signed,) R. R. W. LINGEN.

The following is a copy of the Circular which the Committee of Council on
Education addressed to the publishers of the books, maps, and apparatus, pur-
chased and recommended by their Lordships for the use of schools.
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(Copy.) u Committee of Council on Education,
" Privy Council Office,

"Downing Street, December, 1850.

" Gentlemen,— I beg leave to request your attention to the following extract

" from a letter addressed by the Superintendent of Education, in the Province of
" Upper Canada, to the Right Honorable the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and
" strongly recommended by His Lordship to the favorable attention of the Education
" Committee of the Privy Council.

" I am directed by their Lordships to enquire, whether you are willing to supply

"the Canadian Schools upon the same terms as those under inspection in England
" and Wales, with such of your publications as are named in their Lordships'

" schedules.
" In case (as their Lordships hope) you should consent to this proposal, I am

" to state, that the works needed for the Canadian Schools will be included in their

" Lordships' usual orders.
" I am to request the favor of an answer one fortnight from this date.

" My Lords would require a specific assurance from the Colonial Government
" that the works thus obtained should be supplied to the Canadian Schools at a price

" not exceeding that paid by their Lordships to the publishers in this country.

" (Signed,) R. R. W. LINGEN."

The publishers in England and Scotland all consented to the arrangement pro-

posed in the above circular, as I was soon informed by direction of Earl Gre}r
.

Having been thus introduced to the principal publishers in England and Scotland,

I sought to make arrangements with them to supply books fur public libraries in

Canada upon the same terms as those upon which they had agreed to supply
text-books, maps, &c, for schools,—proposals to which they readily assented ; and I

found them much more anxious to execute my orders directly, even for school

books, maps, &c, than through the Committee of Council, and their agents, the

Messrs. Longman, to whom they did not wish five percent, to be paid as commis-
sion on their books. On my suggestion, Mr. Lingen, the Secretary of the Committee
of Council, very readily agreed to be relieved from the trouble of executing my
orders for books, while the five per cent, payable to the Messrs. Longman for their

agency was saved to Canada in the purchase of the books. I then agreed with

each English and Scotch publisher of the books, maps, &c, sanctioned by the

Committee of Council on Education, to supply the Educational Department in

Canada with his publications upon the same terms that he did the Educational De-
partment in England, and that directly and as often as we might require them.

Then, to bring these publications and the facilities for procuring them under
the notice of the Municipal and School authorities in each County in Upper Canada,
a parcel was sent to each County Clerk, with a circular, of which the following is

a copy :

(Copy.) M Education Office,
" Toronto, 1st December, 1851.

" Sir,—I forward to your address a sufficient number of copies of my Annual
* School Report for 1850, to supply the County Council, the County Board of Public
" Instruction, each Township Council, each Local Superintendent of Schools, and
" each School Corporation in )our County with a copy.

" This is the first Annual Report which has been prepared under the present
" School Act, and no pains have been spared in collecting its varied statistics ; a copy
" of the School Act is given in the Appendix, and various documents and papers are
" inserted, to render it a practical expositor of the school system, and a convenient
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"manual of reference for Councillors and all other persons concerned in theexecu-
" tion of the law and in promoting education.

'* I also transmit to you the first, second, and third volumes of the Journal of

"Education, for each of the Local Superintendents in your County, likewise a copy
"of the second and third volumes (not having any more copies of the first volume)
"of the Journal of Education, for each of your Township Councils, and a copy of
" the first three volumes for the County Council, and County Board of Public
" Instruction.* The Indices in these volumes and in my Annual School Report,
" will enable the Municipal Councils to satisfy themselves on all doubtful matters in

" the performance of their duties, without the trouble and loss of time occasioned
" by frequent references to the Department. I hope you will lose no time in seeing
" that these publications and documents are forwarded to the parties to whom they
" are addressed, that if they do not receive them as a New Year's Gift, they may at

" least receive them by New Year's day. I should have transmitted them to you
" earlier, could my Annual Report (of nearly 400 royal octavo pages, and a large
" proportion of it statistical tables,) have possibly been sooner got through the
" press.

" 2. I likewise forward to you for the acceptance of the County Council, and
" for reference by all School officers, between £7 and £8 worth of specimen maps,
" Natural History prints, &c. &c, for the use of schools. These are samples of the
" great variety of School publications and requisites, for sale at the Educational
u Depository, a descriptive catalo^ua of which (with prices annexed) occupies the
" last sixteen pages of the Appendix to my Annual Report, and which, from the ad-
" vantageous arrangements which 1 have made with the publishers, can be procured
a through this Department at lower prices than they can be purchased at retail in
c< the cities where they are published.

" In 1847, I had the pleasure of presenting to each County Council in Upper
" Canada, a complete set of the National School Books, &c„ (a donation from ihe
" Board in Dublin) with a list of the prices at which they could be procured. The
" examination of these books produced at once an almost, (and so far as I know) an
" unanimous impression upon the local representatives of the people, and soon
" through them, upon the public mind at large, in favor of the National Books, both
" on account of their excellence and cheapness.

4< And now as appears by the Returns which will be found in my Annual
" Report, the great majority of our schools are supplied with these excellent books,
u instead of the old, inappropriate, and often pernicious books which were formerly
lt

inflicted upon children and teachers. Last year I was enabled to present each
" Municipal Council in Upper Canada with a copy of a practical and valuable
" work on school architecture, containing also various plans of schoolhouses. By
" the same means I am able this year to present the County Council, through you,
" with the maps and publications above referred to. I may add that I have recently
" procured samples of improved schoolhouse furniture, which can be seen by in-
'* quiring parties at this office, and a supply of which I hope to get manufactured in

" this city, as I am assured it can be manufactured in Canada as cheaply as it can
" be imported from the United States. At all events I trust to be able to announce
" that all trustees who may wish to furnish their schoolhouses in the best manner,
" can procure furniture for that purpose either through this Department, or from
u some furniture establishment in this city.

"3. From the beginning I have had no desire—nor have I ever made any
" attempt—to force any part of our school system upon the country ; but to reason,
" to persuade, and to diffuse information in every way possible, to provide as far as.

* The first volume was transmitted on the ftth of February, 1849, to the Wardens of Counties for the

use of the Educational Committee of the various Municipal Councils.
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" possible for the more thorough training, the more careful licensing, and the better
" protection and support of teachers, and not only to ascertain the best school publi-

f* cations and various school requisites devised and introduced into schools in other
" countries, but to provide facilites for rendering them accessible at the least expense
" to the authorities of every school, even in the remotest townships of Upper
" Canada. These efforts have been most cordially aided by the Government, and
" heartily responded to—with very few exceptions—by the Municipalities through-
" out Upper Canada.

u 4. Between one and two thousand volumes of books have been selected for

" county, township, and school section libraries, and arrangements have been made
" for procuring them, on advantageous terms, in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin,
il New York, Philadelphia, and Boston.

"Before these books can be finally recommended by the Council of Public
" Instruction, to be introduced into public libraries, they must be carefully examined,
« —which will be a work of some months,—when a descriptive catalogue of them
" will be published in the Journal of Education for 1852, together with regulations
" for the establishment and management of the proposed libraries.

(Signed,) "E. RYERSON."

The hope expressed in the above Circular as to the Canadian manufacture of

school furniture, was soon realised, as the schoolhouses in Hamilton, Toronto,

and many other places in almost every county of Upper Canada bear witness.

As the Committee of Council on Education in England have from time to time

increased their list of publications, including materials and models, and various

philosophical apparatus, for schools of science and art; arrangements to procure

them have been made, and specimens of them have been obtained, as also objects

of art from England and from the continent : so that any Municipality or public

school in Canada that may desire it, can procure any book, map, globe, or article

of school or philosophical apparatus, and any model or object of art contained in

the Educational Museum of our Educational Department at Toronto.

In 1853 the present Grammar School Act was passed, and the sime means
have been employed to recommend and provide a uniform series of text-books, and
proper maps and apparatus for the Grammar Schools, as had been employed to

provide them for the Common Schools. Several of the text-books and most of the

maps and apparatus recommended and provided for the Grammar schools, are

included in the Privy Council publications for schools in England and Scotland.

There these text-books and publications are provided both for the school authori-

ties, and the scholars as well as teachers and assistant teachers in the schools.

The following are extracts from the Minutes of the Committee of Council on
Education on this subject.

u The Committee have prepared Schedules, from which school books and
M maps,—those most approved in the profession,—and embracing nearly all in com-
" mon use throughout the country, may be selected by Managers of Schools ; and
" they have made an arrangement with publishers, securing the important advan-
" tage of a reduction varying from 32 to 55 (averaging 43|) per cent, on the retail

" prices of lesson books and maps, towards the purchase of which they award a
" grant amounting to one third of this reduced price, provided that two-thirds be
" raised by local subscription.

11 The Managers are required to engage that the books and maps shall be
" devoted to the exclusive use of their scholars, pupil-teachers, and teachers. They
" may also sell any of them at the reduced prices specified in the Schedules to the
u scholars,

j
upil-teachers, and teachers for their own use and property. '' " Books

u for the school library or for prizes may be included in the application for books
" and maps at the reduced prices.''
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As lo the schools whose managers, teachers, and scholars, are thus aided by
Government, I may remark that they include all schools aided by parliament (the

colleges and endowed grammar schools being on private foundations and not sub-

ject to Government inspection), such as the schools of science and art, the models,

materials, and apparatus for studying in which are furnished to both managers
and scholars. In England, such as the schools in connection with the Church of

England, the British and Foreign School Society, the Wesleyans, the Roman
Catholics, the Workhouses ; in Scotland, the schools connected with the Estab-

liished Church, the Free Church, the Episcopal Church ; besides which the Com-
mittee of Council say :—" Grants for the purchase of books and maps will be
made to Ragged and Reformatory Schools on the same terms as to other schools."

To this may be added the two following extracts:

" The Committee of Council give grants towards the purchase of apparatus
" adapted for the purpose of experimental science in elementary schools liable to
c< inspection. The grant is two-thirds of the cost of the apparatus. There are three
" sets of apparatus, each at the estimated cost of £10, £15, and £20 respectively."
ie Grants amounting to two-thirds of the cost will be given to Training Colleges
" under inspection, towards the purchase of apparatus for giving instruction in the
" experimental sciences. Three sets of apparatus have been selected, at the esti-

" mated cost of £100, £125, and £150.

It is thus seen that libraries, text-books, maps, and apparatus of every descrip-

tion are supplied by the Privy Council Committee on Education in England, (not

excluding Ragged or Poor Schools) to all schools that are aided by Parliamentary

grants of whatever description, and even to all schools that allow Government
inspection. It is also worthy of remark that while such care is taken in selecting

and recommending books, maps and apparatus for the schools, and such liberality

in aiding to supply them, the Privy Council Committee do not do so through ordi-

nary publishers and booksellers, abundant as their agency is in every part of the

United Kingdom ; nor do the Privy Council Committee grant aid to local school

authorities to buy these publications where and how they please, though some
dealers might offer to supply them at the same prices specified in the official

catalogue or schedule. The Privy Council Cfommittee go so far as to make, under
certain conditions, " free grants of books and maps for the establishing of depots,
u which the managers of schools and the promoters of education may be able to visit

"in their own neighborhood." But the Privy Council Committee add

—

u All these
u depots are to be understood as depots for specimen copies only. All applications

" for grants of books and maps must be made to the Committee of Council, who
"retain in their own hands the appropriation of them to particular schools. They
" do not make general grants, leaving the distribution of them to intermediate boards
" or agencies."

The Committee of Council were well aware that if they did not make provision

to supply the schools with books and apparatus direct, their recommendations
would be of little use, and that there would be no protection to managers of schools

and their scholars against being imposed upon by inferior editions or copies of publi-

cations if supplied by itinerant or interested dealers ; that there could be no secu-

rity that the public money would be applied to the purposes for which it had been
granted, unless its application were controlled by some responsible officer or depart-

ment of the Government, as in the case of the application of all other public

moneys.
It must not be supposed that this system of supplying schools with books,

maps, &c, was established without opposition. More than one bookseller and
author complained that the Government was interfering with private rights and
trampling upon private interests by favoring some authors and some publishing
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booksellers at the expense of others; that the Government had come into ihe

market as a book buyer and a bookseller. An association of publishers and book-
sellers was formed in London, for the alleged protection of the trade against Gov-
ernment interference and monopoly, pamphlets were written, a large portion of
the public press was enlisted, and Members of Parliament were secured to de-

nounce and put down this Government book business. Lampoons were written

and delivered both in and out of Parliament, much more brilliant and potent than
those which have appeared in Toronto, on the Lords of Her Majesty's Privy
Council becoming booksellers and stationers at the expense of the private trades-

man. But the answer to the whole of this declamation of mistaken selfishness

against the public welfare was very simple and conclusive. It was, that Govern*
ment having long and grossly neglected its duly in regard to the education of the

mass of the nation, was no reason that it should do so any longer; that the Gov-
ernment had nothing to do with the ordinary book trade ; but that if Government,
aided by Parliament, assisted in the establishment of schools for the education of

the people at all, it was bound to do everything possible to promote the efficiency

of those schools, to aid their managers, and to encourage and assist the pupils

attending them ; that one of the most effectual means of doing so was, to aid

them in procuring proper text-books, maps, &c, which could not be done without
selecting them from a mass of rival publications, and providing to supply them
readily and at reduced prices ; that Government existed for society at large, and
not for certain individuals at the expense of society, and was bound to do what
was most promotive of the public interests, whether it might or might not enhance
the gain of an individual dealer in books or in stocks. ]t is scarcely necessary to

add, that the Committee of Council have been sustained by Parliament and by the

public in their course of proceeding, and year after year has witnessed increased

variety in their selected publications, and increased liberality in their arrange-

ments to supply those publications to the managers, teachers and pupils, of the

public schools.

In regard to the public schools in Ireland, it is well known that the Govern-
ment Board have even published their own school books, &c, and have for many
years monopolized the copy-right, as well as sale of them, though they have lately

thrown open the copy-right as the Canadian Board did ten years ago ; and they

now supply the schools with their publications at their usual rates by contract with
their publisher, the same as I supply libraries, maps, &c, by contracts with

publishers and manufacturers in Europe, the United States and Canada. The
National Board in Ireland, any more than the Lords of the Committee of Council

on Education in England, do not think it beneath their office to supply, not only

books, but every description of requisites for the public schools, from the thimbles

and needles required in the industrial school to the philosophical apparatus used to

illustrate chemical and natural philosophy lectures in a high school, justly

regarding it the duty of a Department of Public Instruction to overlook the interests

of no class of society.

How groundless and untrue then are the invective statements, that I have

acted without the authority of the Canadian Government, and at variance with
the example of the English Government, in the measures which I have recom-
mended and adopted for supplying the public schools in Upper Canada with ap-

propriate text-books, maps and apparatus, since I proceeded to England under

the express sanction of the Canadian Government, and was enabled by the active

and cordial co-operation of the Government Board of National Education in Ireland

and Privy Council Committee on Education in England, to establish the very

system which has contributed so much to the efficiency and attractive usefulness

of our public schools, and saved so many thousand pounds to the Municipalities

and to the parents supporting them.
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My report on this subject would be incomplete did I not refer to what has

been done in the neighboring States, in order to provide uniformity of Text-books

and proper Apparatus in the Public Schools. In some of the principal cities and
towns, the Public Board of Education prescribe the books which shall be used in

the schools under their charge, and have Depositories to supply the prescribed

books to the teachers and pupils of the Schools at reduced prices; in other

cities and towns the Boards of Trustees leave the pupils to provide themselves

with the Text-books required in the Schools, which is done throughout Upper
Canada. But in the country parts of Pennsylvania, New York and the Eastern

States, the rival publishers and authors have prevented any provision for unifor-

mity of Text-books in the Schools, and each new teacher subsidized by some
author or publisher, insists upon a new set of books in order to make Ci a first

"rate school." The Commissioner of Public Schools in the State of Rhode Island,

in his Report of 1856, portrays a state of things such as formerly existed, and
such as would have existed in Upper Canada at present, had not the measures
commenced in 1846 (for which I am now assailed by certain parties) succeeded
in remedying them. The State Commissioner proceed, as follows :

—

" The subject of Text-books is a fruitful one both of annoyance to the teachers
" and expense to the parents. Perhaps all the other sources of complaint put
" together are not so fruitful of ill-feeling, and so really injurious to the improve-
" ment of our schools as this one alone. Scholars come to the school-room, with
11 each an old book, different from any other book on the same branch of study in

" the whole School. Readers are quite as numerous as the classes, if not as many
" as the families in the district. A half-dozen sorts of Arithmetics give a great
" variety in' the examples for practice, and in the mode of carrying on the nume-
" rical operations. There are almost as many Geographies as pupils in the study

—

"some of them with atlases, some without them, some of them of very recent date,
M and others of them having served the fathers and mothers of the present
* generation of scholars. As to Grammars, Murray still holds his place in some
<( schools, in the midst of a whole host of reformers who quarrel with him and with
" each other, While spellers and new spellers, Definers and Revised Definers, are
" as plenty as the frogs were in E^ypt, and quite as vexatious. And smaller
" books, Primers, and improved Primers, Child's First Books, and Children's
" Pictorial Primers and Readers, all crowd into the peaceful arena of the District
" Schorl, to do over again ' the battle of the books/ and re-introduce the confusion
u of Babel without the possibility of a Babel-like dispersion.

" But still another difficulty arises from the multiplication of new editions of
" the same book. A very popular school book, to name which would be easy, has
" passed through not less than eight changes within the last ten years; and it is

" almost impossible to use in the same class any two of these, as it would be to

" use books by different authors. Thus we find several versions by each of several
u authors on almost every branch of school study, and in many cases the disorder
" is multiplied by first, second and third edition, revised and enlarged, of each of
" these versions. How can scholars be guided and classified, and be made to

" move on at an equal pace, and with pleasure, rapidity and uniformity in

" such a state of things as this ? And how can a teacher who enters such a
" school to remain only four months be expected to do much far his pupils'

" advancement in knowledge ? The methods of these discordant books are con-
" flicting and contrary, and in prefaces, remarks or foot-notes, often contain
" improper allusions to the others, and inflict marked censure upon their rules or

" arrangements. In such circumstances, the teacher's task is, if possible, more
lc hopeless than that of the Israelites to make bricks without straw ; it is truly
81 like making sweetness with acids and alkalies ; and he is one of the great
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" men who, with disadvantages like these, can accomplish so much that the
" winter or summer shail not be a total loss.

" It can hardly be doubted, but that the cost to the whole people of the

"States would be much less, if the books were all bought by the towns, or by
" the State itself, and the money to pay for them raised by tax on the property,
" and complete uniformity required in all the Schools, restricting changes to par-
" ticular times in each of the School studies. This would remove many of the
u school committees and teachers from the almost intolerable nuisance of such
" book agents as travel about to find fault with every treatise on a particular
" topic, except the single one of which they happen to be the vendors.

" Could the State, as is proposed by a Resolution now before the Com-
" mittee of the House of Representatives on Education, or could the towns be
" authorized and induced to adopt some system of producing uniformity, with-
u out obliging the parents of the children to purchase so many books, there can
" be no douot but that the measure would, as soon as it was fairly in practice,
u commend itself to the good sense of the community, and aid more than almost

"any other measure to give perfection and stability to our excellent system of
a Common Schools. The cost would be so much less, if there could be a perfect
" combination of the whole people ; the good expected from the Schools would
" be so much more, if every scholar always had the proper books of suitable
" quality, and the general progress woul J be so much more uniform in all localites,

" if every child possessed exactly the same advantages of Text-books, as well as
" of teachers, that no one can hesitate to desire to accomplish the end."

In the States of Ohio and Indiana, several school laws have been passed since

that of Upper Canada in 1850, some of the provisions of which, I have reason to

know, are embodied in a modified form in our own Acts. They created town-

ship (as well as city) Boards of Education, instead of Trustees of School Sections,

and provided for uniformity of text books in the schools, for supplying them with

apparatus, and for the establishment and supply of school libraries. The Ohio

State Commissioner of Common Schools says in his second Annual .Report, of 1856 :

u The framers of the present law sought to remove the discouragement,
" expense, and other evils attendant on a multiplicity and frequent change of text-

" books, by vesting in Boards of Education the power of determining the class of
" books to be used in the several schools under their charge, and it is greatly to be
u regretted that so many Boards have hitherto neglected to perform their duty in
" this regard, and to abate at once an evil which is the subject of such earnest and
" continual complaint throughout the whole country, and which so frequently
" discourages scholars, subjects parents to needless expense, and retards the
" advancement of the true educational interests of the State."

As to school apparatus the same Report states :
" The value of school apparatus

distributed during the same period was $15,834
1
4
()

°
. A tabular statement is

annexed of the articles furnished, and their cost. A circular has been issued to

Boards of Education, inviting them to determine whether and how far they would
prefer to be furnished with apparatus in preference to books, and to communicate
their selection with the proper vouchers, to the undersigned, (State Commissioner,)

who would cause the articles to be supplied at liberal discounts under arrangements

effected with the manufacturers. From present indications a large portion of the

library fund will be appropriated in the purchase of philosophical and chemical

apparatus."

The articles thus furnished to the local school authorities consist, as in Canada
of orreries, tellurians, terrestrial globes, hemisphere globes, numeral frames, geomet-

rical solids, maps, philosophical and chemical apparatus.
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In the State of Indiana, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, in his first

Annual Report, 1852, says

:

u The law makes it the duty of the State Board of Education to introduce
" uniform school books. The design of this provision of the law was undoubtedly to

" correct the serious evils arising from the frequent changing of text-books in our
M public schools, subjecting the people to onerous and unnecessary expenses in the
" constantly recurring purchase of new books. With every change of teachers comes
" a change of text-books. The people are subject to heavy expense without any
" redeeming advantage. Yet books must be uniform in every school. The teacher
** cannot get along with scholars using different grammars, and different geographies,
" and different reading books. But to establish and maintain uniformity of text- books
il in so large a State as ours is a work of great difficulty. Parents and children often
u have their favorites among the old authors. They can see no good reason why the
" State Superintendent should not select and the board ofEducation approve the very
" books to which they have been accustomed. They see not why he should dictate
" the book they should use. The second reason for his decision on the relative merits
c< of different series, and they deem his action arbitrary. Township Trustees and
a School Committees may think they should have the right of selection and decision.
" Another obstruction more formidable still, is found in the self-interest of rival
ii publishing houses, whose agents spare neither time, expense, nor conscience, in
" securing by whatever means they may, the sale of the books of their own establish-

" ment, in compettion with other houses ; and if possible, to the exclusion of all other
u books from the market. Should the Superintendent select, and the Board of
" Education approve a list of text-books, it may be expected that an onslaught will

" be made on the list, in general and in detail, by the agents of those houses whose
" publications happen not to be among the selected list." '* The Superintendent will,

" however, in spite of all the difficulties in the way, as soon as he can do it, consistent
" with other duties of his office, thoroughly examine all the series of text-books
u within his reach, carefully select such as he deems best adapted to our wants in
" this State, present the list to the Board of Education, ask their approval, and relj
u on the confidence of the people in his judgment, experience and integrity,

" endorsed he must be by the Board of Education, to introduce the books, and
Ct

resist all attempts at change, until the State authorities shall present an im-
" proved list.''

A list of text-books was afterwards selected and approved ; and though a

change subsequently took place in the person filling the office of Superintendent of

Public Instruction, no change took place in the system, and scarcely any in the

books selected; for in the fourth Annual Report of that officer, 1856, occurs the

following passage, the concluding sentences of which are as remarkable for elegance

and beauty as for loftiness of sentiment

:

t; Uniformity of text-books is a matter of no small moment to the purses of the
" parents and the progress of the pupils. They are the silent teachers, directing the
" enquiries and prompting the investigations of the scholars, and should impart uni-

" form instruction, and in the happiest manner. A wise selection of these cannot fail

" to be seen and felt in the prosperity of the schools. The law provides this uniformity

"in order to obviate evils that have heretofore proved serious obstacles to the pupils'

" progress, and fruitful sources of dissatisfaction on the part of the parent, and the no
" small annoyance ,>f the teacher. No change in the list first established has been
tl deemed necessary or desirable, except in the geography, for which a series has been
" substituted, as far as published, that will occasion no cause of regret to either pupils,

" parents or teachers. The economy and freedom from vexation secured by the afore-

" said uniformity, are objects worthy of regard, and should not be sacrificed to the

" dictates of either ignorance or selfishness. In science there will necessarily be pro-
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" gress, and consequently a change of text-books will occasionally be demanded.
" But the text-book in morals is the production of an author, whose wisdom needs
" no revision, whose knowledge is susceptible of no increase, and whose benevolence
u admits of no question. The Bible, without note or comment, is installed in the
c< schools of Indiana, and its continuance as the moral standard in the nurseries of
" her future citizens, will as surely mark the period of her prosperity and grace
" the zenith of her glory, as its exclusion would prove the precursor of her decline
" the herald of her shame."

It is thus clear that in the neighboring States they are either suffering and

lamenting, under the evils of an endless variety and endless changes of school text-

books, or they have adopted similar methods of introducing uniformity of text-books

into the schools, and supplying them with apparatus, with those which have been

adopted in Upper Canada. While therefore our Canadian system of text-books is

in harmony with both British and American practice, the modes of giving it effect

need not shrink from comparison with those adopted in any other country or state.

PART III.

MEASURES ADOPTED TO SELECT AND PROVIDE BOOKS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN
UPPER CANADA.

After the establishment of the Normal Schools for the training of teachers, and
provision had been made for supplying the schools with proper text- books, maps and
apparatus, the next step necessary for the intellectual improvement of the country

was to establish Public Libraries, consisting of proper books, easily and cheaply

procured. Accordingly, in July, 1849, I submitted to the Governor General in

Council my plan for accomplishing that object in a letter, of which the following are

extracts

:

("Copy.) " Education Office,

"Toronto, 16th July, 1849.
" Sir,— I have the honor to submit to the favorable consideration of the Governor

M General in Council the following remarks and recommendations, with a view to the
6{ introduction of School Libraries into Upper Canada, as contemplated by each of the
u Common School Acts which have been sanctioned by the Legislature. There can
M be but one opinion as to the great importance of introducing into each township of

" Upper Canada, as soon as possible, a Township Library, with branches for the
u several school sections, consisting of a suitable selection of entertaining and
u instructive books, in the various departments of biography, travels, history (ancient
" and modern), natural philosophy and history, practical arts, agriculture, literature,
<c political economy, &c, &c, &c. It is not easy to conceive the vast and salutary
" influence that would be exerted upon the entire population, the young por-
" tion especially, in furnishing useful occupation for leisure hours, in improving the
ct tastes and feelings, in elevating and enlarging the views, in prompting to varied
" and useful enterprize, that would flow from the introduction of such a fountain of
cc knowledge and enjoyment in each township in Upper Canada.

" But in order even to commence so noble and beneficial an undertaking, two
M things are necessary ; the first is, to obtain, and for the Board of Education to ex
tQ amine and select the proper books ; the second is to render such books easily and
" cheaply accessible to every part of the Province. As the books are notand cannot
" be published in this country, they must for some time, at least, be obtained from.

C22
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" abroad—from England and the United States, arrangements must be made for
" that purpose, as the ordinary agencies of book trade are insufficient.

' c When in Dublin, in 1845, 1 arranged with the National Board to obtain their
u books for schools in Upper Canada at cost prices, much below the wholesale prices,

" to the British public ; and by means of that arrangement those excellent books are
hi now sold in Upper Canada, about twenty per cent, cheaper than they were three
" years since ; and we now say to each of our Canadian booksellers, that if he will

" agree not to sell those books at more than two-pence currency for every penny
" sterling that he pays for them, we will give him a certificate to the National Board
" in Dublin to obtain them at the reduced prices. By this simple arrangement private
" trade is encouraged, at excellent profits, rather than interfered with ; and the books
" are then sold at much lower prices than heretofore. The selling prices of the
" books are published in the printed forms and regulations for schools, and are
" uinform in every part of the Province, and known to every Trustee and Teacher.
" A Canadian house has reprinted an edition of most of these books (fac similes
u of the Dublin edition) at even lower prices than the imported editions.

" Now, I propose the adoption of an extension of the same arrangements to

" procure books for School Libraries. I propose to make an arrangement with some
u of the book societies in London (such as the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
" Knowledge, &c.,) and the cheap library publishers in London and Edinburgh, for
" procuring such of their works as may be required for School Libraries in Canada at
u the lowest prices. I propose to make the same arrangements with the National
" Board in Dublin, for procuring portions of the series of books which they have
" lately selected and adopted for School Libraries, that we have heretofore made in
u order to procure their school books. And as but few of the books composing the
* School Libraries in the neighbouring States of New York and Massachusetts are
u of an exclusively local and politically objectionable character, and as the greater
" part of their School Library books are as suitable to the youth of Canada as to
a those of the United States—many of the books being re-prints of English works,
" and translations from the French and German—I propose to make a similar
a arrangement with School Library (and perhaps some other) publishers in New
u York and Boston, that I have above proposed to make with English publishers.

" According to this arrangement, I propose to secure, at the cheapest rate pos-
'" sible, to the reading youth and people of Canada, the best popular works which
u emanate from the British and American press. There will thus be a British and
" an American series, with the price affixed to each, and directions where and how
a they may be procured, leaving to local councils or committees the option of
" selecting from either series, or from both, at their discretion.

w In the catalogue of these library books, I think a characteristic notice of each
" book should be inserted (including two or three sentences, but of course, requiring
" considerable thought, judgment and labor in the preparation.) A catalogue should
" be furnished to each local council, and the books generally be also brought to

" the notice of the public, in the columns of the Journal of Education, and person-
" ally by the Chief Superintendent, during his visits to the various Districts, one of
" whieh 1 had intended to make during the latter part of the current year. Should
" the plan thus briefly explained be approved of by the Governor General in Council,
u

I propose to devote the next three or four months to its accomplishment, by
" going to the United States and England, to make the arrangements suggested,
" and to select and procure specimen books for the school libraries, to lay before
" the Board of Education for Upper Canada, for their examination and judgment.

" With these remarks I submit this important subject to the favorable con-
u sideration of the Governor General in Council ; and should the task I have pro-

" posed be approved of, I will lose no time in prosecuting it. In the meantime, I
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" would respectfully recommend that John George Hodgins, Esq., Senior Clerk in
M the Education Office, be authorized, by the Governor General in Council, to act
11 as Deputy Superintendent of Schools for Upper Canada during my absence, as I
" have entire confidence in his integrity, knowledge, and ability."

(Signed,)
'

E. RYERSON.
The Honorable James Leslie,

Secretary of the Province, Montreal.

Any further steps for giving effect to the plan thus proposed, were deferred for

more than a year, by the following circumstances. A few days after the letter was
written, from which the above extracts are given, a school bill was hastily passed
during the last hours of the Session, affecting my official position, and calculated,

as I believed, to subvert the school system which I had begun to establish. I gave
immediate notice of my intention to resign office sooner than administer such a

law. That the leading members of the administration did not desire, after the time

and labor I had bestowed to the investigation of the question of public instruction,

and the progress which had been made in introducing a system into Upper Canada.
I was requested to reduce to writing my objections to the new Act. They were
considered valid, and I was authorized to suspend its operations as far as pos-

sible, until another school Act could be passed. By request I prepared the draft

of another school Bill, to the examination and correction of which the Honorable
Robert Baldwin, then Attorney General, devoted with me parts of two or three

days. That Bill was brought into the Legislature by the Honorable Mr. Hincks,

and, after long and careful discussion, was passed by the consent of all parties

in the Legislature, and became the Common School Act of 1850. About two
months after the passing of that Act, I again submitted my plan for the estab-

lishment of school libraries to the consideration of the Governor General in

Council, in a letter, of which the following is a copy.

" (C°Py>) Education Office,

Toronto, 21st September, 1850.

"Sir,— I beg most respectfully to solicit the attention of His Excellency the
" Governor General, in Council, to the letter which I had the honor to address you
" the 16th July, 1849, on the steps preparatory to the introduction of School
" Libraries in the several Counties, Cities, Towns and Villages of Upper Canada.
"That letter was printed as part of the correspondence in the School Law of Upper
"Canada, laid before the Legislature at its last session, and printed pages 55, 56.
" I hereto annex a copy of it [See the letter last above quoted.]

u
I am fully satisfied of the propriety and practical character of the recommen-

" dations contained in the annexed copy of letter. During the last few weeks 1

" have attended at Philadelphia, a National Convention of three days' continuance,
" the object of which was the universal diffusion of thorough Christian Education
" throughout the several United States, embracing a consideration of the several
" syste-ns of Public Instruction and Educational Institutions from Primary Schools
" up to the Universities, their defects and the remedies for them. This Convention
" was attended by State Governors and State Superintendents of Schools, Presi-
u dents and Professors of Colleges, Educationists and distinguished Teachers, from
" various States. In my intercourse with many of these gentlemen, of large ex-
" perience in matters of popular Education, I found, without exception, the most
II unreserved approval of the plan which I propose for the introduction of School
u Libraries into Upper Canada. I was informed by several of them, that the most
" serious drawback to the success of their system of School libraries with the older
" States is the heterogenous collection of unsuitable books which have been largely

* introduced into them, by the pressing competition of the rival publishers and
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" itinerant book venders, in the absence of any judicious State Board to select and
" recommend Library Books. Repeated attempts have been made in the States
" of Massachusetts and New York, to remedy this evil, which has brought discredit
" upon their library system, and paralyzed it in many places ; but. though the sub-
" ject has been discussed in books, pamphlets, and addresses, and pressed in official

" reports, the evil continues, from opposition made by the rival parties who are
" each interested in selling his own books, and at as high prices as possible. I was
" assured without exception, by these experienced American Educationists, that
" had they at the commencement of their State system, adopted regulations and
" measures similar to those provided by law in Upper Canada, in regard to School
" Text and Library Books, the progress of their Schools and Libraries would have
" been much more rapid and satisfactory ; and some of them expressed the opinion
" that there was little hope of much improvement in their Comrrun Schools, be-
«.' yond the limits of Cities and Towns, until some such system as had been pro-
" vided by law among us, should be adopted among them in regard to Text and
¥ Library Books, and the inspection of Schools. Indeed, one gentleman, who has
" for some time been President of the Board of Education for the State of Michi-
" gan, and who devotes most of his time to delivering Educational lectures
" throughout the States, applied and obtained from me documents that would en-
" able him to prepare a lecture on the system of Public Instruction in Upper Canada,
" which he intends to make the subject of one of the short course of four or five

" lectures which he is accustomed to deliver in each of the Principal towns in the
" State. The Connecticut State Superintendent of Schools (who has been an
" Educational State Officer for many years, has visited Canada, and made him-
" self familiar with our system and School statistics), stated on one occasion, that
" more progress has been made in Upper Canada, in the system of Common
" Schools, during the last five years, than in any state of the American Union, and
" that the new School law in Upper Canada, was an improvement upon that of any
" of their States."

" Such opinions from such quarters were not a little gratifying and encourag-
" ing to me ; and 1 found by conversation with Booksellers that the plan detailed in
" the annexed copy of letter, in regard to the mode of procuring and selecting Books
" for School Libraries will be found eminently economical and advantageous to our
" local Councils, and all engaged in the establishment of public School Libraries.

" I propose during the next three or four months to make the necessary tour and
" arrangements for carrying that plan into effect, and therefore pray that His Excel-
" lency will be pleased to order a warrant for five hundred pounds (£500) to

" issue in my favor, to be expended and accounted for in the manner stated in the

" annexed copy of letter."

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
To the Honorable James Leslie,

Secretary of the Province, Toronto.

The following is a copy of the Provincial Secretary's reply to the foregoing letter:

(Copy,) Secretary's Office,

Toronto, 27th September, 1850.
" Reverend Sir,—I am commanded by the Governor General to inform you

u that His Excellency has had under his consideration in Council your letter of the

" 16th July, 1849, and the 2 1st instant, suggesting the propriety of your proceeding
" to Europe, for the purpose of making the necessary arrangements for the estab-

" lishment of School Libraries in the various Townships in Upper Canada, and re-

*' questing the issue of an accountable warrant for the sum of £500, for that pur-

" pose, to be charged on the grant for establishing School Libraries in the various
« Townships of Upper Canada
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" His Excellency has been pleased to direct the issue of the warrant in your
favor for the above amount, and has also granted you leave of absence to proceed
to Europe, to make the arrangements contemplated in your letter. His Excellency
has also been pleased to authorize John George Hodgins, Esquire, to act as your
Deputy during your absence. ''

(Signed,) J. LESLIE,
Secretary.

The Reverend E. Ryerson, D. D.
Chief Superintendent of Education for U. C.

Having proceeded to England, I was enabled by the aid of the Privy Council
on Education, as narrated in a preceding part of this report, (pp. 29-34) to make
advantageous arrangements with publishers in London, Edinburgh and Dublin, for

the purchasing of books for our Public School Libraries, and made considerable

selections for examination from their catalogues. I afterwards made similar arrange-

ments with publishers, and similar selections from their catalogues in Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia. The examination of the books thus selected occupied a

great part of my morning and evening hours during nearly two years.

But before deciding on the kind of libraries, and the mode of establishing

them, or submitting regulations for that purpose to the consideration of the Council of

Public Instruction, I made a tour of Upper Canada, and, as previously announced
in a printed circular, I submitted the whole question as to the mode of supplying

and establishing public libraries to a convention in each County, consisting of the

Municipal Councillors, Clergy, Magistrates, Local Superintendents, Trustees, and as

many other persons as chose to attend, and received an expression of strong, and
in most cases unanimous approbation of the system which has been adopted, and is

still pursued for establishing and extending public libraries in the various Munici-
palities of Upper Canada.

Thus, so far from acting on the mere imaginings of my own mind, without

authority, and at variance with the example of the mother country, I have had the

express authority and aid of the Governor General in Council, have largely

advised with experienced and able educationists in the neighbouring States, have
followed the example and been aided by the co-operation of the Government Board
of Education in Ireland, and of Her Majesty's Privy Council Committee on Education
in England, have consulted and received the cordial expression of approving
co operation from a County convention in each County of Upper Canada, in regard

to that very system of public libraries which has been so grossly assailed by certain

parties in Toronto.

If anything could add force to the official documents referred to, it would be
the personal testimony of the Earl of Elgin, who was Governor General of Canada
during the whole period of the establishment and maturing of the Normal and
Library branches of the school system, who familiarised himself with its working,

and aided on every possible occasion in its development. On one occasion, his

Lordship hapily termed the Normal School u the seed-plot of the whole system ;"

on anolher occasion, with no less force than heart, he designated c> Township and
County Libraries as the crown and glory of the institutions of the Province." On
his resigning the Government of Canada, Lord Elgin prepared and presented to

Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies, an elaborate report of

his Canadian administration. In that report, dated December, 1854, he devotes

several pages to a comprehensive view of our school system, including a minute
account of the system of public libraries, and the general machinery and admi-
nistration of the school law and its results. It may not be inappropriate to give

Lord Elgin's statement in his own words, omitting only the concluding part of
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it, in which he gives the statistics, and candidly states and discusses the ques-

tion of religious instruction. After adverting to the comparative state of educa-
tion in Upper Canada in the years from 1847 to 1853 inclusive, Lord Elgin
proceeds as follows :

—

" In the former of these years the Normal School, which may be considered
" the foundation of the system, was instituted, and at the close of the latter, the
" first volume issued from the educational department to the public school libraries,

" which are its crown and completion. If it may be affirmed of reciprocity with
" the United States, that it introduces a new era in the commercial history of the
" province ; so may it I think be said of the latter measure, that it introduces a
" new era in its educational and intellectual history. The subject is so important
" that I must beg leave to say a few words upon it before proceeding to other mat-
" ters. In order to prevent misapprehension, however, I may observe that the
" term school libraries does not imply that the libraries in question are specially
" designed for the benefit of common school pupils. They are in point of fact, pub-
" lie libraries intended for the use of the general population ; and they are entitled

" school libraries because their establishment has been provided for in the School
" Acts, and their management confided to the school authorities.

" Public school libraries then, similar to those which are now being intro-

" duced into Canada, have been in operation for several years in some states of the
" neighboring Union, and many of the most valuable features of the Canadian
" system have been borrowed from them. In most of the states, however, which
" have appropriated funds for library purposes, the selection of books has been left

** to the trustees appointed by the different districts, many of whom are ill qualified

" for the task, and the consequence has been that the travelling pedlars, who offer

" the most showy books at the lowest prices, have had the principal share in fur-

" nishing the libraries. In introducing the system into Canada, precautions have
" been taken, which I trust, will have the effect of obviating this great evil.

"In the School Act of 1850, which first set apart a sum of money for the
" establishment and support of school libraries, it is declared to be the duty of the

" Chief Superintendent of education to apportion the sum granled for this purpose
" by the legislature under the following condition :

c That no aid should be given
" towards the establishment and support of any school library unless an equal
" amount be contributed or expended from local sources for the same object ;' and
" the council of public instruction is required to examine, and at its discretion to

" reeommend or disapprove of text books for the use of schools or books for school
" libraries. ' Provided that no portion of the legislative school grant shall be applied
" in aid of any school in which any book is used that has been disapproved of by
" the Council, and public notice given of such disapproval.'

u The council of public instruction in the discharge of the responsibility thus
" imposed upon it, has adopted, among the general regulations for the eslablish-

" ment and management of public school libraries in Upper Canada, the following
" rule :

—
' In order to prevent the introduction of improper books into libraries, it is

" required that no books shall be admitted into any public school library established
" under these regulations, which is not included in the catalogue of public school
" library books prepared according to law ;* and the principles by which it has
" been guided in performing the task of selecting books for these libraries, are stated

" in the following extract from the minutes of its proceedings :

u c
I. The council regards it as imperative that no work of a licentious,

" vicious, or immoral tendency, and no works hostile to the Christian religion

" should be amitted into the libraries.*

* The first and part of the second of these paragraphs have been adopted verbatim in the new school

law and regulations of New Brunswick relating to public libraries.
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" ' 2. Nor is it in the opinion of the council compatible with the objects of
14 the public school libraries, to introduce into them controversial works on theol-
44 ogy, or works of denominational controversy ; although it would not be desirable
44 to exclude all historical and other works in which such topics are referred to
44 and discussed, and it is desirable to include a selection of suitable works on
44 the evidences of natural and revealed religion.

44

4

3. In regard to works on ecclesiastical history, the council agree on a
u selection of the most approved works on each side.

41 4 4. With these exceptions and within these limitations, it is the opinion
44 of the council that as wide a selection as possible should be made of useful and
" entertaining books of permanent value, adapted to popular reading in the
u various departments of human knowledge ; leaving each municipality to eon-
" suit its own taste, and exercise its own discretion in selecting such books from
a the general catalogue.

44 4 5. The including of any books in the general catalogue is not to be under-
" stood as the expression of any opinion by the council in regard to any senti-
44 ments inculcated or combated in such books ; but merely as an acquiescence on
44 the part of the council in the purchase of such by any municipality, should it

44 think proper to do so.
44 1

6. The general catalogue of books for public school libraries, may be
44 modified and enlarged from year to year as circumstances may suggest, and as
" suitable new works of value may appear.

44 The catalogue above referred to, and of which I enclose a copy, affords
44 ample proof of the intelligence and liberal spirit in which the principles above
44 stated have be carried out by the council of public instruction. The Chief
44 Superintendent observes, that in the case of the libraries established up to the
u present time, the local authorities have, in a large number of instances, assigned
44 the task of selecting books to the Chief Superintendent ; that in some they have
44 by a committee of one or more of themselves, chosen all the books desired by
" them, and that* in others they have selected them to the amount of their own
44 appropriation, requesting the Chief Superintendent to choose the remainder to
44 the amount of the apportionment of the library grant. The Chief Superin-
" tendent recommends the last as a preferable mode. The total number of
44 volumes issued from the educational department to public libraries in Upper
Ci Canada from November 1S53, when the issue commenced, to the end of August
14

last, was 62,866.
44 The system of public instruction in Upper Canada is engrafted upon the

44 municipal institutions of the province, to which an organization very complete
a in its details, and admirably adapted to develop the resources, confirm the
44 credit, and promote the moral and social interests of a young country, was im-
" parted by an Act passed in 1849. The law by which the common schools are
44 regulated was passed in 1850, and it embraces all the modifications and improve-
44 ments suggested by experience in the provisions of the several school acts
44 passed subsequently to 1851, when the important principle of granting money to
44 each county, on condition that an equal amount were raised within it by local
44 assessment, was first introduced into the statute book.

44 The development of individual self-reliance and local exertion, under the

" superintendence of a cen ral authority exercising an influence almost exclu-
44 sively moral, is the ruling principle of the system. Accordingly, it rests with
44 the freeholders and householders of each school section to decide whether they
44 will support their school by voluntary subscription, by rate bill for each pupil
44 attending the school (which must not, however, exceed one shilling per month),
44 or by rates on property. The trustees elected by the same freeholders and
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u householders are required to determine the amount to be raised within their
" respective school sections for all school purposes whatsoever, to hire teachers
" from among persons holding legal certificates of qualification, and to agree
" with them as to salary. On the local superintendents appointed by the County
" Councils is devolved the duty of apportioning the legislative grant among the
" school sections within the county, of inspecting tke schools, and reporting upon
" them to the Chief Superintendent. The county boards of public instruction,
" composed of the local superintendent or superintendents and the trustees
il of the county grammar school, examine candidates for the office of teacher,
" and give certificates of qualification, which are valid for the county ; the Chief
" Superintendent giving certificates to Normal School pupils, which are valid
" for the province ; while the Chief Superintendent, who holds his appointment
" from the Crown, aided, in specified cases, by the council of public instruction,
" has under his especial charge the Normal and the Model schools, besides
M exercising a general control over the whole system,—duties most efficiently

" performed by the able head of the department. Dr. Ryerson, to whom the inhab-
" itants of Upper Canada are mainly indebted for the system of public instruction
" which is now in such successful operation among them."

" I will now advert briefly to what has been done in the neighboring States on
this subject. By the Common School Act of the State of Ohio, which went into

operation in 1854, the tenth of a mill on the valuation of property throughout the

whole State was to be annually appropriated for the purchase of books and appara-

tus. That tax amounted the first year to eighty thousand dollars. Besides

expending $15,834.49 in the purchasing and distribution of school apparatus, the

State Commissioner of Schools, in his annual report for 1855, makes the following

statement in respect to the libraries :

" The subject of School District Libraries was fully discussed in the last annual
" report of the undersigned, and a catalogue of the books composing the respective
" series was also presented. During the years 1854 and 1855, the number of
fc< volumes distributed by the undersigned, amounted to 258,986, the cost of the
" same was 150,787.3%%. Full details of the distribution to the respective coun-

ties in addition to the statement of the last annual report, will be found in the

appendix." (Page 10.)

It is to be observed that the County or Township authorities had nothing to do
with the selection or the purchase of the books, which were selected and purchased

by the State Commissioner of Schools, and the same series of books was sent to

each County, according to population.

In the State of Indiana there is a State Board of Education, consisting of five

members. " the Governor, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the Secretary

of State, the Auditor of State, and the Treasurer of State." The Superintendent

selects and submits the list of books for the township libraries to the Board, which
approves of them and authorizes the purchase of them by the State superintendent.

The provision for libraries is even more magnificent in Indiana than in Ohio. The
School Law of Indiana, passed in 1852, " imposed a tax of a quarter of a mill on

the property, and an assessment of tiventy-five cents on the poll, for the purpose of

establishing a library in every civil township of the commonwealth. The library

assessments collected during the two first years amounted to $176,336. The State

is divided into 690 townships, each of which was supplied with a library containing

321 volumes, making the aggregate 221,490 volumes. The cost of each library,

exclusive of the expense of transportation and distribution, was $213, and the

aggregate cost of the whole of the books $147,222. Precisely the same books were

sent to each township of the State, consequently 690 copies of each of the 321
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volumes were purchased and distributed, not through ordinary booksellers, but by
the State Superintendent, who proceeded to New York and purchased all the books
from only six booksellers. It may be worth while to give the following extract

from his report relative to the expenditure of this Library Fund and the purchase

of the books:
" The following exhibit presents the various bills composing the aggregate

expense connected with the purchase and distribution of the aforesaid libraries

:

Messrs. Harper's bill for books, binding, printing catalogues, circulars,

rules and regulations, labels, boxes, packing, drayage, storage, and
insurance 8115,986 53

Charles Scribner's bill for books 26,726 32
J. J. Redfield's bill for books 2,507 63
G. E. Waring's bill for books 262 58
Messrs. Streets and Braden's bill for books 700 00
H. W. Derby's bill for books 1,210 30
Professor Larrabee's (State Superintendent's) bill for cash, paid out in

expenses of examining, selecting, purchasing, cataloguing, assort-

ing and shipping books for Indiana School Library 1,085 38
Railroad charges for the transportation of 2073 boxes of books from

New York to Indianapolis 3,057 08
The Library distribution to the Counties 2,800 00

Total of the above bills $154,335 22
(< The annexed catalogue of books, with prices appended, is made according

to the classified arrangement adopted in packing the boxes marked A. B. and C.

It is expected that $90,000 worth of books will be distributed to the Townships the

ensuing summer, varying from five to more than two thousand dollars each, accord-

ing to population. This addition will impart new life and interest to the enter-

prize, as well as enlarge its capacity and power for usefulness."

The liberalit^of the Indiana (as well as the Ohio) Legislature in providing

funds for the establishment of public libraries, cannot be too highly applauded, nor

the zeal of the State Superintendent in giving effect to that liberality, be too much
admired ; but it is questionable whether such purchases, and so general a report of

the expenditure of so large a sum of money, would be deemed quite satisfactory in

Toronto, any more than the sole agency of the State Superintendent in distributing

as well as selecting and purchasing the books for the libraries. It is also question-

able whether the counties, townships, cities and towns of Upper Canada would pre-

fer to have 321 volumes apportioned and sent to them, or have a classified cata-

logue of more than 3,000 volumes, from which they could select such books as they

might prefer, and in such quantities and at such times as they might desire them.

It may also be remarked that the prices at which the books are stated to have been

bought in such large quantities at New York for the Indiana township libraries,

are, in most cases, not so low as the prices at which the same books are supplied in

single copies to the local school and municipal authorities in the remotest townships

of Upper Canada.
I now proceed to the justly famed State of New York, which has been held up

as a pattern for imitation in the School Library System of Upper Canada. Many
eloquent eulogies of the New York State School Library System have been written,

both by English travellers and American educationists, and not without reason.

But on investigating it in 1849 and 1850, tracing its history and working as de-

tailed in successive reports, and consulting many intelligent citizens of that State as

to its operations, I believed it not adapted to Upper Canada without great modifica-

tions, and likely to decline in usefulness, if not fail, in the State of New York itself.
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These views I expressed in my letter above quoted (pp. 58, 59), addressed to the

Provincial Secretary, September 23rd, 1850 : and I regret to say that the apprehen-
sions then expressed have already been more than realized. Many years ago, the

State Superintendent recommended an extensive series of books for the school

district libraries ; but they were to be supplied through the ordinary booksellers,

and the only check upon the introduction of all kinds of books into the libraries,

was the power of the State Superintendent to eject any improper book from them ;

an ungracious and impossible task in regard to a hundred thousand dollars worth of

books per annum, and these scattered over a large proportion of nearly 11,000
school districts throughout the State. The State School Library Fund amounts to

$54,937 a year, and is expended upon the condition that a like sum to that ap-

portioned be raised in each school district. Yet, in connection with the annual
expenditure of this large sum, has the number of volumes in the school libraries

decreased during the last four years at the rate of more than 50,000 volumes a
year ! The State Superintendent, in his Report for last year, laid before the Legis-

lature, the 27th January, of the current year, after having stated the whole number
of volumes in the school libraries each year from 1847 to 1857, inclusive, proceeds

as follows:
u It will thus be seen that notwithstanding the large sum appropriated an-

nually to an increase of the district libraries, the number of volumes reported in

1857 is but little in excess of that reported in 1848, and 226,277 less than that

reported in 1853.* To what particular cause this falling off is attributable,

whether to the destruction of the books by use, or to their dispersion and loss by
want of care and attention, I have no means of determining. A rational pre-

sumption would be, that the amount annually received from the State would, in

most of the districts, be sufficient to guard against an actual diminution in the

number of volumes possessed ; but so far from this being the case, there has been

an average decrease in the number of volumes during the last four years of 56,569

per annum. Certain it is, in many sections of the State, the interest heretofore

felt in the preservation and increase of the district library has%reatly diminished

if it has not entirely ceased. That this is owing in part to the want of sound

judgment in regard to the books selected is very probable. Works of an ephemeral
character, embodying little amusement and less instruction, have too often been
urged upon trustees, and found their way into the library more to the gratification

of the publishing agent than the benefit of the district. It is true also, in many
cases, that when a library has attained to a respectable number of volumes as

measured in the estimation of those having it in charge, they look upon its enlarge-

ment as unnecessary, and seek to turn the appropriation from its legitimate pur-

pose. Hence arise frequent applications to the department for leave to appropriate

the library money to the payment of teacher's wages ; whilst others, it is appre-

hended, divert it to this and other purposes, without, the formalities required by

law. Whilst I am not prepared to make a specific recommendation as to the

legislative action required in the premises, the value of the property involved, to

say nothing of the higher considerations connected with the subject, seems to

demand some remedy for a rapidly accelerating evil." (p.p. .)

Now it is a system of school libraries thus declining as rapidly of late years

as it grew in former years, that we are called upon by certain parties to substitute

for our present Canadian system of public libraries.

To the foregoing facts I will add the following extract from the report of 1856

by the Commissioner of Public Schools in the State of Rhode Island, containing

as it does statements of peculiar interest, and a testimony to our Canadian Library

System of the deepest significance

:

* The number of volumes in 1853 being 1,604,210, and in 1857, 1,377,933.
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u
It should be the State's duty then to provide reading for such purposes, in

" order that it may profit by all the talent it has discovered in the common school.
" Jt is believed that considerations like these have prompted our neighbors to en-

" gage in this very useful and very promising field. Massachusetts, many years ago,
" gave to each of her three thousand districts a school library worth thirty dollars.
" New York distributed more than a million of dollars among her inhabitants. Ohio
" pays a tax of one mill on a dollar, raising thereby some fifty thousand dollars
" annually, to give her children some good books to read. Indiana has expended two
" hundred thousand for the same great object; and Canada West annually gives to
" each of its districts a sum equal to that which it will raise by tax on itself, for the
" great purpose of continuing the education of the children which the common
" schools begins. Other States, both East and West, are moving to elevate them-
" selves by the same liberally devised and far- seeing philanthropy. And shall we
" be less enterprising in our own behalf?

li The plan of providing such district school libraries, adopted by the Parlia-
" merit of Canada West, is undoubtedly the wisest that has yet been acted upon. It

" is in short this. The Parliament by vote appropriated a specific sum to purchase
" a suitable number of books, charts and articles of apparatus for schools and school
" libraries. This sum was expended under the direction of the Superintendent of
11 Public Education, and a large depository of excellent and select books for the
" reading of youth and older persons was made at the Office of Education. When-
" ever any school district or municipality wishes to form a library, it may send to
61 the office of the General Superintendent a sum not less than live dollars, and the
u Superintendent adds one hundred per cent to the sum, and returns, at cost price, such
" books to the district as may, by a committee or otherwise, have been selected from
" the printed catalogue of the depository. Thus the books that go into libraries are
" books that have been well examined, and contain nothing that is frivolous, or that
" could poison the morals of those who read them ; the libraries purchase them at
44 the wholesale price, and of course can obtain a much larger amount of reading
" matter for their money than as though they had each made the purchase direct from
" the booksellers for themselves, and at the same time they are stimulated to do
" something for themselves as well as to ask that something may be done for them.
11 It is believed that some such plan might be carried into effect in our own State
" greatly to the profit of the whole community."

PART IV.

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

Before, and about the commencement of the session of the legislature in each
year, for several years past, the cherished and pent up hostility of certain parties

to our system of public instruction has developed itself in the form of letters,

pamphlets, and sometimes reviews, after which the anti-school philanthropists have
retired into sullen silence until the corresponding period of the ensuing year, when
the preceding year's process was repealed almost verbatim et literatim. Last year
and for several years preceding, this belligerent host consisted of a wooden-ware
and toy merchant, who is known to have a great horror of school-taxes, and a

* If a tone of sharpness appears iu some parts of the following pages, it has arisen from the fact that

the parties referred to have put forth their claims on personal grounds, and have supported them not by
ia calm discussion of the question as one of political aud social economy, but by gross personal attacks and
reputations upon the Chief Superintendent of Education. Under such circumstances I have thought it

but due to them, as well as to the public and myself, that they should be pointedly answered, if not sharply

rebuked.
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mistaken priest, who regards a system of public education and universal reading
as "dangerous to faith and morals." For the present year the leaders of anti-school

crusaders consist of the same toy dealer, a professedly conservative editor, and a
bookseller, who has commenced business in Toronto since the establishment of

our public library system, and since more than 100,000 volumes of public library

books have been sent to various Municipalities of Upper Canada ; a bookseller who
has stated in the Globe newspaper, of the 22nd of March, that he would gladly,

with the aid of the Government " Bounty'' of the Legislative Library Grant, supply
the public schools with libraries,—thus leaving every other bookseller to take care
of himself as best he can,—imagining it to be no monopoly for him to do what he
complains of a public department for doing, and assuming that the school and
municipal authorities of the country would have equal security both as to the

quality and prices of their books in an irresponsible private bookseller, who is

interested in buying the cheapest editions of books, and selling them at the highest

prices possible, with a responsible Head of a Public Department, who has not and
cannot have any interest different from that of any trustee or Municipal Corpora-
tion, whose only interest and ambition it must be to procure the best editions and
best quality of books, and supply them at the lowest prices possible, who must
account to Government quarterly for all his receipts and expenditures through a
vigilant auditor of public accounts, and who may be complained of to, and brought to

account by, the Governor General in Council, for every act of injustice or neglect

of duty. But though the paucity and evident objects of these periodical assailants

might not entitle their attacks to notice, yet as these attacks afford an opportunity

on the present occasion to illustrate some of the features and workings of our

school system which may not be generally understood, I will briefly advert to

them.

The narrative and references in a preceding part of this Report, furnish a
sufficient refutation of the statements of the Toronto editor and bookseller as to our

system of providing the schools and municipalities with apparatus and libraries not

having been established by the authority of the Canadian Government, and not

having the sanction of governmental example in England or in the United
States. As to the prices at which these publications are supplied to schools

and municipalities, the following facts may be stated :—(1.) These publica-

tions are supplied to the remotest townships of Upper Canada at the, same
prices at which they are supplied to the School or Municipal Corporations of
Toronto, and at prices lower than has ever before been witnessed in this

country. (2.) An examination and comparison of Catalogues (and it can be made
by any member of the Legislature, or other inquiring party calling at the Educa-
tion Office) will show, that the price at which maps, and other apparatus and
books are supplied to the schools and municipalities are lower than the catalogue
prices at which these same publications are sold to the public where they are pro-

duced, in Edinburgh, London, Boston, New York, or Philadelphia. (3.) A large

number of the 321 volumes which the Superintendent of Public Instruction in

Indiana supplied in 1854 and 1855 to each of the 690 townships in that State, are

contained in the official Catalogue of books for public libraries in Canada, and the

average price at which single copies of these books are supplied to any Munici-
pality in C?nada are lower than the average prices at which the same books were
distributed by the Indiana" State Superintendent, according to the list of the pur-

chasing prices of them which he has published in his Fourth Annual Report. It

is possible that a bookseller, from a purchase made at auction, or for a particular

purpose, may advertise to sell certain books as low as they are supplied from the

Public Educational Depository, but the facts above stated are conclusive on the

whole subject, and the burden of the complaints against that Depository is that
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the publications are there supplied at prices so low as to render it impossible for a

private bookseller to compete with them. It is the very spring and ground of

attack upon that vital element of our public school system. A private bookseller,

not contented with his legitimate sphere of trade and competition, covets, as a sup-

posed fortune, the right of supplying a public want, the wide-spread feeling ofwhich
the department of Public Instruction has created, and which such a department
alone can effectually supply. Hence such a bookseller, absorbed with views of

coveted gain, and imagining that society exists specially for him, claims to take
precedence of the Government on one side, and of the Public School sections and
municipalities on the other—denying to the former the right as well as obligation

of providing requisites for Public Schools after having created them, and denying
to the latter the right and privilege of facilities such as never existed before (and
which were the creation of the Department of Public Instruction) for rendering
their schools efficient, and their population intelligent. The late Hugh Scobie,

Esquire,—a man of remarkable business talents, and of statesman-like views, and
manly patriotism,—was, at the time of his decease, and some years previously,

the leading bookseller, stationer, and publisher in Toronto ; he was at the same
time a member of the Council of Public Instruction, when the whole of the pre-

sent system of public libraries was first considered and adopted, and examined
many of the books and often visited the depository of maps, &c. ; but though a
man most keenly perceptive and sensitive to legitimate private rights and interests,

and who watched with sleepless diligence and an honest pride over the progress

of his own fine establishment, he felt also what truly appertained to the duties of

Government and the interests of the public, and gave the whole school system
and the Department of Public Instruction the aid of his private counsel, and the

support of his public journal " The British Colonist ''—a paper marvellously

changed on this subject since it has passed out of the hands of Mr. Scobie.

Then as to the bookselling interest itself, it is known that the taste and
demand for books are of very slow growth, and require the precursor of much
information and of many exciting influences

;
yet that interest (as the Customs

returns will show*) has advanced of late years beyond all precedent, and more
rapidly than most other collateral interests of trade. But what agencies and

* The following statistical paper has been compiled from the "Trade and Navigation Returns

the years specified, showing the gross value of books (not school apparatus) imported into Canada.
for

Year.

Value of Books
entered at

Torts in Lower
Canada.

Value of Books
entered at

Ports in Upper
Canada.

Total value of

Books imported
into the

Province.

Proportion

imported for

this l>epartment
taken from its

own books.

1850
£

25470
30175
35294
39675
42863
48589
52159

•56100

£
35425
42933
39817
63570
76952
84698
106998
77293

£
60895
73108
75111
103245
119815
133287
159157
133393

£
21

1851 824
1852 322

1853 5691

1854
1855

11165
6406

1856
1857

2552
4007

Total for the eight years .

.

£330,325 527,686 858,011 30,988

* With reference to the increase in this year over 1856 for Lower Canada and the decrease

for Upper Canada, it is to be observed that the Canadian line of steamers having been then estab-

lished, goods to a large amount intended for Upper Canada were frequently entered at Montreal
;

besides, the importation of 1856 was unprecedented]}' large.
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influences have been in operation since 1850 which were not acting upon the

public mind during the previous eight years to produce so remarkable a develop-

ment and extension of the book trade ? The only additional agencies and influ-

ences of which I am aware, are the improvement of our schools, the monthly
circulation of the u Journal of Education " in each of the 3500 School Sections

in Upper Canada, besides among school superintendents and municipal officers,

a provincial tour of the Chief Superintendent bringing before a public convention

in each county the subject of books and the advantage and means of circulating

them, and the publication and circulation of many thousand copies of extensive

classified catalogues of some 3000 books, with the title of all of them in full

—

thus exhibiting to a large if not controlling portion of the community in each
county a world of entertainment and profit from books of the existence of

which they had previously no means of knowing. I have reason to believe that

great numbers of persons who have thus come to a knowledge of books which they

know could not be supplied by the Department of Public Instruction to any private

party (books being supplied by that Department only to Public Institutions), have
sought and purchased them of private booksellers. 1 believe that the private book
trade has largely benefited by the Department of Public Instruction and the system

of public libraries ; and I have been informed that some most intelligent and
extensive booksellers are of the same opinion.* By means of the Public Libraries,

many persons see or learn of books which they desire to possess for themselves and
families, and which of course they can only procure of private booksellers, as they

must all exclusively religious and denominational books — such not being

included in the Public Libraries. But it is vain for a private bookseller to think

of competing with the Public Depository in the price of books, and not honest, in

my opinion, for him to pretend to do so. I have repeatedly stated, in public official

documents, and often otherwise, that it is unreasonable for any one to expect to

* Since this paragraph was written, several of the parties referred to have borne spontaneous and
public testimony on the subject in a memorial to the Legislature. Among the signatures to that memorial
are the names of three parties who are the most extensively engaged in the book trade of any booksellers

in Toronto, and whose practical and disinterested testimony outweighs that of scores of interested parties

on the other side. The following is a copj- of the memorial

:

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Canada, in Provincial Parliament assembled.

Humbly Sheweth,—
That your Memorialists, the undersigned wholesale and retail booksellers and publishers in Toronto

are deeply interested in the welfare of the bookselling trade of Canada, and in all institutions which tend
to give a proper tone to the reading of the country, and to diffuse a love of literature amongst its inhabitants.

Your Memorialists are of the eecided opinion that the establishment of the educational depository has
done a great deal, in fostering a desire for literature among the people of Canada, and has indirectly added
to the wealth of persons in the book trade, inasmuch as the desire for general literature has been supplied
through their means, and your Memorialists would respectfully refer for a proof of this to the Customs
returns attending this branch of trade in the Province of Canada.

Your Memorialists would further urge the fact that the destruction of the depository would be
attended with grave consequences to the people of Canada, seeing that a pure and healthy fountain of

literature would be destroyed, and the advantage lost that public schools have enjoyed of forming the
nucleus of public libraries at an easy and reasonable rate. Further, that whilst your Memorialists can
have no objection to an inquiry into the efficiency of the depository, as conducted by Dr. Ryerson, and the

removal of abuses if they are fouud to exist, yet they do not share in the opinion expressed in a petition

presented to your honorable House by other of their fellow-booksellers as to the inefficiency of this estab-

lishment, or its detrimental character to their interests, and would respectfully urge your honorable House
to weigh well the advantages which the country has already derived from the existence of such an
establishment, before introducing any change which might impair its present usefulness.

"Wherefore your Memorialists humbly pray.

(Signed,) James Campbell,
James Carless,
Maclear & Co.,

G. R. Sanderson,
Robert Dick.

Toronto, May 10th, 1858.
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get any thing like the variety of books of private booksellers lower than from
twenty to fifty per cent, above those at which books are supplied by the Public
Depository for Township and School Libraries. How futile and ridiculous would
it be for any bookseller in England to attempt or pretend to compete either in the

variety or with the prices at which the Privy Council Committee furnish text-

books, apparatus, and libraries to the managers and pupils of Schools aided by
Parliamentary grant or liable to governmental inspection ! Equally absurd would
a similar pretension be on the part of a Canadian bookseller. But to enhance the

gain of the bookseller is not the primary question for the consideration of Govern-
ment, whose first duty and right it undoubtedly is, as well as that of the several

Municipalities and School authorities, to provide as far as possible the means of
instruction and knowledge for all classes of the population.*

Nothing can show more clearly than the statistics of the foregoing table, the

utter groundlessness and absurdity of the statements that the Department of Public
Instruction has monopolised or injured the book trade of the country. It is seen,

that of books imported into Upper Canada from 1850 to 1857 inclusive, to the

value of £527,686, books to the value of only £30,988 have been imported by the

Educational Department—that is one-seventeenth part of the books imported
during that, period ; that of books to the value of £184,291, imported during the

last two years, books to the value of only £6,559 have been imported by the

Department of Public Instruction—only one-twenty-eighth part of the whole of the

books imported—a mere drop in the bucket—scarcely deserving of public notice

in connexion with the general question or interests of the book trade, and which
perhaps would not have been noticed but for the misguided and pugnacious selfish-

ness of certain persons engaged in it in Toronto, who seem to look upon the whole
country as their own to rule in the supply and prices of books.

f

The statistics of the foregoing table also show that subsequently to the pre-

paratory steps for the introduction of public libraries in Upper Canada, and simul-

taneously with their establishment, an unprecedented increase of the book trade

commenced. In 1851, the Chief Superintendent procured specimens of library

books, and in 1852 visited and held a county meeting on the subject in each county
of Upper Canada, commenced the publication and circulation of catalogues, &c,
with 1853, and the sending out of the books for libraries the latter part of the year.

And in that very year a new impulse and extension were given to the book trade

of the country—the increase of 1853 over the imports of 1852 being £23,753;
while that of 1852 over 1851 was only £7,508—since which time the book trade

has steadily and rapidly advanced. And when it is considered that no unusual
agency, except that of the Department of Public Instruction, has been employed
to create so unusual a taste and demand for books, it may be fairly inferred that

booksellers are not a little indebted to that Department for the increase of

their business, and may naturally be ashamed of the attacks upon it by certain of

their number, with whom perhaps largeness of profits on books sold, rather than
the number sold, may be the prime consideration, and who feel that the Educational
Department does exert an indirect influence in reducing the prices of books as well

as in promoting their circulation—hence their vehement attack. But if the influ-

ence of that Department is both to reduce the prices and increase the circulation

* The complaining parties have alleged that supplying the classical institutions of the country and
their pupils with classical and mathematical books recommended by the Council of Public Instruction, has

deprived private booksellers of their principal source of profit. As a record is kept at the Depository of

the Department of Public Instruction of every book sold, to whom, by whom, and for what, the result of

en enquiry into the quantity of these books furnished by the Department to the Managers and Students

of Colleges and Grammar Schools throughout Upper Canada, during the year 1857, amounts just to

£197 19s. 3d., a fact sufficiently illustrative of the truth and honesty of the allegations of those parties.

f See Appendix B.
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of books, I think the book-purchasing country at large will be satisfied and grate-

ful, however certain of the bookselling community may be dissatisfied and complain.

Perhaps not the least remarkable fact revealed by the statistics of the foregoing

table, in connexion with what is transpiring in the country, is, that with so small

an expenditure the Educational Department has contributed so largely, not only in

diffusing knowledge, but in awakening so general attention to, and exciting so

strong a desire for recreation and improvement by means of books, besides redu-

cing the expenses of them and adding to the facilities of circulating them. What
has been done has proved no less beneficial to the book trade on the one side than

to the public on the other.

It is also worthy of remark, that the whole of the book trade of the country

that was ever open to booksellers, is still occupied, exclusively occupied or a monopo-
lized n by them. The Department of Public Instruction does not intrude upon it,

but supplies public corporations which never before had authority to procure

libraries, and which exist and act for the benefit of the community at large as a body
politic, and whose rights and powers and duties should not be subordinated to or

made dependent upon the personal and extravagant pretensions of an individual

bookseller. Much has been said and written against the powers of public bodies,

from the government downwards, being rendered subservient to the purposes of

individual speculation
;
yet it is the very object and demand of certain booksellers

to speculate out of the public school and municipal authorities of the country, and

to make these authorities exclusively dependent upon them for that purpose. If

such booksellers content themselves with their legitimate sphere of trade, there can

be no competition between them and the department of public instruction, and all

that is done by the Municipal and School authorities through the aid of the Educa-

tional Department to establish public libraries and diffuse useful knowledge, will, as

it has already done, as shown by the Customs Returns, contribute to the greater

demand for books on the part of individuals and in families. But as well, and with

more reason, might private teachers deny to the government or a public corporation

the right of establishing a school because they would teach all the children in the

municipality, and because their enterprise ought not be interfered with, than for a

private bookseller to deny to government or a public corporation the right of estab-

lishing a public library except through his agency and at his prices. The greater

weight of argument is altogether in favor of the private teachers, who might teach

all the children ot the neighborhood, and whose interests and employments are, per-

haps, altogether superseded by the public school ; but the private bookseller is not

interfered with, but has the monopoly of his trade to the widest limits of its legiti-

mate sphere.

I have argued this question upon general grounds, assuming that the private

booksellers are as abundantly able to supply the variety of books recommended for

the public libraries in Upper Canada as are private booksellers in England. But
what would be the condition of more than three-fourths of the Townships of Upper
Canada could they not procure from the department of public instruction the libra-

ries, as well as the maps, globes, and school apparatus they require ? But for the

arrangements and catalogues of the Educational Department, thej^ would not have

known of the existence of most of these aids for their schools and that mental enter-

tainment for their evenings and leisure hours, much less would they have been

accessible to them. And even now, after all the information diffused by the Edu-
cational Department, how many of such aids and books could such Township and

School Municipalities obtain from private booksellers ? In what County or Town-
ship would or could the required supply be kept, and upon what terms, and with

what guarantees ? And if the result would be a sort of monopoly of certain book-

sellers in Toronto from whom local parties would obtain their supplies (assuming
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it possible to obtain such supplies,) what would be the expense of the municipal

and school authorities after payment of profits to each of these intervening

agencies, and what security would they have against exorbitant prices, or as

to the quality and kind of the articles and books required ? If a bookseller had not

a tenth of the articles and books mentioned in the official catalogues, and required

by Municipalities, and sought to press upon them other publications of his stock,

what other resource would such municipalities have ? The unsatisfactory working
and declining state of the public school library system in the State of New York as

detailed in a preceding page, (pp. 41, 42) is a su r cient illustration of the fruits of
what is demanded by the bookselling assailants of our public library system, in a

country where the private book trade is much more extended in its supplies and
operations than in Upper Canada.

Whether, therefore, our system of providing public libraries, as well as maps,
globes, and other school apparatus, be considered in regard to the higher or lower
grounds above stated, the conclusion is that which was expressed by the Presi-

dent of the American Association for i he advancement of Education at a late

anniversary of that noble society, as quoted by the Earl of Elgin in a speech at

Glasgow, after his return from Canada. The report says,

—

u The President

made some remarks on the difficulty in the United States of procuring proper

libraries for schools, keeping out bad books and procuring good ones at reason-

able rates, and he strongly recommended the system adopted by the Educational
Department at Toronto, Canada, West."

I now address myself to objections which have emanated from other quarters.

2. By one writer it has been alleged that " Jn establishing the school system,
the Legislature commenced by taking from the parent ihe sacred right, and still

more sacied duty, of educating his children in his own way." This assertion

can only be regarded as a libel upon the Legislature and school system of Upper
Canada. There might be some truth in such an assertion in regard to the school

system of a country where the sovereign is a despot, and by his own absolute

authority provides a revenue, establishes a school system, appoints teachers, pre-

scribes the instruction to be given in the schools, disallows private schools, and
requires all children of certain ages to be taught in the royal or imperial schools;

but it is without the shadow of truth in respect to the Legislature or school

system of Upper Canada. Our Legislature imposes no school tax, as do the

Legislatures of New York and other American States, but simply empowers the

local Municipalities to do so if they please, and encourages, to a certain amount,
those who are disposed to help themselves in establishing and maintaining
schools for the education of their children ; but which schools the local parties

themselves determine upon the manner of supporting, appoint and remove the

teachers, each parent determining what his own children shall be taught in the

public school, and there being no restriction whatever in the establishment of

private schools. No, the "sacred right, and stid more sacred duty, of educating
his children in his own way " is taken from the parent by those who impose upon
him the punishment of " mortal sin " if he does not send his children to a certain

kind of schools, or if he presumes to send them to the public schools.

3. By another writer, the whole school system is denounced, on account of

the state and alleged expensiveness of the Common Schools of the City of

Toronto. But it happens that Toronto is not Canada, as Paris is said to be

France. It also happens that the Common Schools are the pride and boast of

the City of Hamilton, where the same law prevails that exists in Toronto. It is

true that in 1850 Toronto did not own a decent common school house, if a school

house at all, and that since then a school site has been obtained and a noble

school house erected in each ward of the city—a fact which the assailants of the

d22
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system on account of its expensiveness have carefully concealed. The City^of
Hamilton has pursued the same noble career in the erection of school houses,

but differs from Toronto in the erection of a large central school for the higher
classes and larger pupils, and primary school houses in each ward for the smaller

children, who are drafted or promoted to the central school as they advance in

their studies. Hamilton has also adopted the Normal and Model School system,

by employing a head master and teachers, all of whom have been trained in the

Normal School. Toronto has thought proper to ignore the Normal School, though
established within its limits ; and not a Normal School teacher has been placed
in charge of one of the Common Schools of the city, and only two or three em-
ployed in subordinate positions. Hamilton furnishes an illustration of the Pro-

vincial Normal and Model School system ; Toronto of the old system, except in

the character and furniture of the school houses. Besides, Toronto is favored

in having located within it the Upper Canada College and other educational

institutions endowed at the expense of the Province. But perhaps these

city advantages are a disadvantage to he Common Schools, as many persons,

availing themselves of the provinciJy endowed institutions, look down
upon and exclaim against being taxed for the support of the city Common
Schools, insisting that every man shouid educate his own children ; whereas,
had they done so, they should themselves have purchased the site and
erected the buildings for Upper Canada College, or of the University

College, or both, endowed the Masterships and Professorships, and defrayed

all the current and incidental expenses of those establishments. Persons who have
been educated at Schools or Colleges established or aided by Public Grants or en-

dowments, or who have been educated, or who are educating their children at such

establishments, ought to be the last to object to payment of taxes for the support of

the Common Schools, or to profess that every man should educate his own children.

On submitting in 1847 the first draft of Bill for our present system of Schools in

Cities and Towns to the Honorable J. H. Cameron, then Solicitor-General, I ex-

plained to him that if he agreed to introduce one provision of the Bill, he would
have to pay more for the support of Common Schools than he had ever thought of

paying, especially as he was the highest on the Assessment Roll of any member of

the City Corporation, and the principle of the Bill being that Common School edu-

cation was a public interest to which every man should contribute according to the

property which he had acquired and which was protected in the country. After

consideration, Mr. Cameron replied that the principle was right and he knew how
such a provision of the law would work ; " out of every ten persons nine would be
" directly interested in it and support it, and the tenth would be very angry about
M

it." I am sure Mr. Cameron will pardon me for this allusion to a private conver-

sation so honorable to his head and heart, due to him as having introduced and
carried through the Legislature the first Bill containing a provision (not a require-

ment, but a permissive municipal power) which has already conferred benefits upon
thousands of parents and children in Upper Canada, though every tenth man may
be still angry about it, notwithstanding he himself or his son may perhaps have been
educated at institutions lar-ely endowed or assisted from public sources.*

It is also to be observed that the law7 does not prescribe any particular kind of

Schools in Cities and Towns, nor any particular mode of supporting them. The
electors in each of such Municipalities, through their elective Board of Trustees,

are empowered without any restriction u to determine the number, kind, and

* I think it but just to add, that the late Hon. H. Sherwood, who was Attorney General in 1847,

after a similar explanation to that given to Mr. Cameron, cordially assented, and supported the principle

of the Bill, which passed the Legislative Assembly without a division, and, I believe, without an objec-

tion to it from any party.
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" description of Schools which shall be established or maintained in such City or
" Town." The Board of Trustees in any City or Town, (also in any incorporated

village by the 26th section of the same Act 13 and 14 Vic, c. 48), may establish

and maintain Church of England, Roman Catholic, Presbyterian, Wcslcyan, Bap-
tist or Congregational Schools, and appoint a Committee of three from each Church
to the immediate care of the School designed for. its members, as I stated in the

first Official Circular, after the passing of the law. Nor does the law restrict such
Municipalities to any particular modes of supporting their Schools, the only re-

strictive clause of the law in regard to rate bills and rates applying to School sec
T

tions alone, but empowers the Boards of Trustees in each City, Town or Incorporated

Village to impose as high a rate bill on pupils as they please, or none at all, to

support their Schools wholly or partially, or not at all, by a rate on property.

Moreover I may state still further that the law does not compel any
Municipality to adopt or maintain the School system at all. Any or every

City, Town or Incorporated Village and Township in Upper Canada, may re-

linquish the Public School system, and leave School education to the volun-

tary system. As an illustration and proof several Townships in the eastern

part of Upper Canada, declined for years coming into the School system, and the

Town of Richmond in the County of Carleton, has remained a ''voluntary"

in School matters to this day—never having levied a school rate, or had a

Board of Common Schools Trustees, or a Common School—and applying only

the third of the current month for instructions to enable it to adopt the Com-
mon School System. Now, Toronto and every other Municipality in Upper
Canada might always have been, and may forthwith become, if it pleases, a
Town of Richmond in School voluntaryism. Parties therefore who wish to

abolish the present School system in Toronto, or in any other Muuicipality,

have no need either to assail the Chief Superintendent, or petition Parliament

;

let them go to the rate-payers themselves and their representative Trustees and
Councillors—the only parties that can levy the rates, and the very parties that

can terminate them, and adopt the voluntary system. They can adduce as an
example the Town of Richmond, which has never paid or been burdened with

a sixpence Common School tax, where the prospect is not broken by a single

common school house, or the children tormented by the tasks of a common
school, where the Grammar School itself has grown "small by degrees and so

beautifully less," as to forfeit the right of sharing in the Grammar School

Fund. But if other Municipalities have pursued a different course, and erected

good school-houses, and properly furnished them, and employed good teachers

and established good schools, it is because they have chosen, and not because

the law has compelled them, to do so. If some Municipalities and School

divisions have managed their School affairs very badly, they have perhaps

managed their Municipal affairs just as badly ; but the School Law is no more
to blame in the one case, than the Municipal Law is in the other. If the

people in their several Municipalities have actually increased their self-imposed

School taxes during the last few years at the rate of nearly 8100,000 a year for

the payment of teachers alone, and increased their self-imposed taxes for the

erection of School Houses, the purchase of School Apparatus and Libraries in

corresponding ratios, so as to exceed in the amount of their self-imposed school

rates, in proportion to population, the old and great State of New York, where

the School Tax is imposed by the State Legislature, and collected by the State

tax-gatherer, what does the fact prove but the amazing capabilities of our

laissez-faire municipal system, and the hold which that system has upon the

minds and hearts of the people, bating perhaps the u tenth angry man" for the

nine educational and progressive men. To repeal the School Law then, like
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repealing the Municipal Law, is not to relieve the people from the control of

any central power, but to take away from them the right and privilege of col-

lective or municipal association in school as well as in other affairs, and to deprive

them of the right and privilege of being encouraged and assisted by Government
to educate their children in their own way. The school, like the municipal

system, has become a part and parcel of the local self-government rights of the

people, and he must be a bold man who will attempt the invasion of them.

3. It has also been objected to the school system, that it allows a man's pro-

perty wherever situated, to be taxed for school purposes, though he does not reside

upon it, and can derive no benefit from the school tax which he is compelled to pay.

To this it may be replied by asking, if one man is so fortunate as to own land in ten

different school municipalities, and another man owns land in only one school mu-
nicipality., whether the former ought not to pay school, as well as other taxes, in ten

times as many places as the latter? If so, the next question is, whether the school

tax thus payable should be expended to support the school in the school section

where it is situated, or that of the section in which the absentee proprietor resides?

I answer, the value of land is, as a general rule, maintained or increased b}*- the

labor, enterprise and intelligence of those who reside in the neighbourhood round
about it, and are they not justly entitled to some return for the value which their

joint labor maintains or confers upon the land of such absentee? And can that re-

turn be more properly and cheaply made, than for the land to be made to pay a

rate towards the education of those youths whose labor, in connexion with that of

their fathers, maintain and often largely increase its value ? Nothing, in my opinion,

can be more equitable than that the land of any absentee should be liable to pay
school tax for the benefit of the neighbourhood in which it is situated ; and it is un-

fair and unjust that the inhabitants of a neighbourhood should be subject to all the

inconvenience and disadvantages of land absenteeism, without any mitigation of it.

If the land is occupied, then the tenant has, of course, an interest in the school in

common with other residents.

[ now come to objections of a different kind, from another quarter.* The
writer whose objections I now notice, is the subject not only of a singular annual

mania of writing and publishing against our system of public schools, but of an ex-

traordinary aberration in perverting and misrepresenting all facts with which he
professes to deal. I will give a few examples.

1. In my Annual Reports, as I have advertised the public, I have noticed the

defects of any local returns and have, in the extracts from local reports, given the

dark as well as the bright side of the state and progress of the public schools in

every part of Upper Canada, not misleading the public to imagine that so

much has been done that they may now relax their exertions, but presenting

proofs that after allowing for every drawback of indifference and ignorance

in some cases, and of poverty and sparse settlements in others, enough at

least has been done in the improvement of schools and the spread of know-

* The objections noticed in the following paragraphs of this Report have been put forth by a respectable

cooper, who has of late years become a wooden ware and toy merchant of this city—a gentleman who is

very religious when writing against our public schools, and who has had an expensive mania for writing

and publishing against them during several years ; who, according to his own account published, on the

eve of the Session of Parliament one year, a series of letters against the public school system under the

signature of a "Layman-" another year he published one or two numbers of a ponderous Educational
Review, of which I believe some thirty copies were sold: a third year he published another series of

letters, under the signature of a "Protestant" appearing in the first instance in the anti-public school
" Catholic Citizen" newspaper, and afterwards in a pamphlet; a fourth year he published, in the same
newspaper and afterwards in pamphlet, another series of letters under the signature of " Angus Dallas."

In these letters, which, as on previous occasions, he has scattered abroad with a liberal hand, he complains

that his previous labors have been unnoticed. He will now experience the gratification of having them
recorded and noticed.
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ledge, to excite gratitude, to inspire confidence, and to encourage exertion.
But the person whose last signature is that of " Angus Dallas," avails himself of
the impartiality of my reports, by quoting extracts of the local reports from six

townships to prove that Trustees throughout the other 350 townships are ignorant,

have made defective returns, have been negligent in their duties, and that, there-

fore, the reports of Trustees are not to be relied upon, that Local Boards of School
Trustees are a " curse," and ought to be abolished. In the same way, quotations
are made from six reports of six Township Superintendents respecting their little

remuneration, their onerous duties, changes in the incumbents of their office and
defects in their returns, to prove that there is no value in the reports of Local
Superintendents throughout Upper Canada; that their office is useless, and ought
also to be abolished. Now, every intelligent and sane man knows that the defec-

tiveness of statistical returns cause the truth to be understated rather than over-

stated ; and, therefore, warrants the inference that if our School Returns were
more complete than they have been, they would exhibit greater progress in our
Public Schools than my Annual Reports have shown. 2. Again, extracts and iso-

lated sentences are laboriously culled from twenty-eight Township Reports, to
u show

the general condition of the schools, produced by the inferior character of the

teachers" employed, and, therefore, that the Normal School has done nothing to

improve the character and qualifications of Common School teaching, that " the

Chief Superintendent and Board of Public Instruction have mistaken the true

object of popular education ;" that the system of examining teachers by Local

Boards, and of employing them by Trustees is radically defective ; that the Boards
of both Grammar and Common School Trustees are a " curse to the Municipali-

ties !" 4. It is alleged that only 142 teachers, trained in the Normal School, are

teaching in Upper Canada, and that my Annual Reports to the contrary are false,

because that number are reported as teaching who hold " Provincial Normal School

certificates;" whereas such certificates were not issued at all until six years after

the establishment of the Normal School, and have only since been issued to a com-
paratively small number of the students ; the rest getting their certificates on

examination before the County Boards as other teachers. Of the teachers who have

attended the New York State Normal School, at Albany, only about one in ten have

obtained diplomas or State certificates. The declaration required of candidates

admitted to our Normal School is the same as that required of candidates admitted

to the Normal Schools in the neighboring States, and more explicit than that re-

quired in England, Ireland or Scotland. In addition to which, about two-thirds of

all the candidates admitted into our Normal School had been teachers before ap-

plying for admission there for further training . 5. A fifth example of this mode of

perverting and misrepresenting facts will suffice. In my last report, I remarked, on

the defectiveness of the returns of the school population between the ages of five

and sixteen years, and also of the returns respecting school-houses: and this is

adduced as proof that, according to my own statement, no reliance is to be plaeed

upon the statistics of my report ! AI\ pointing to the defectiveness of returns

when I found them so, shows that I did not wish to mislead ; and any one knows

that Trustees might omit giving any description of their school-house, and not

ascertain and return the number of residents in their School Section between the

ages of five and sixteen years, and yet. from the School Register, report accurately

the number of pupils in their schools, the time of their attendance , the subjects of

their studies, the period of keeping open their school, by whom t >ught : and from

their own Secretary Treasurer's books they could give an accurate Account of the

moneys which they have received and expended during the year, from what sources

derived, and for what purposes expended ; and from these returns by the Trustees

of each School Section, the Local Superintendent could prepare his Township
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Report, adding various items of information as the result of his own official acts and
observations. The returns of such facts exhibit the real state and progress of edu-

cation in each neighborhood. Besides, since the law makes the ages of school at-

tendance to be between five and twenty-one years, many Trustees have thought it

needless to ascertain the number of residents from five to sixteen years of age.

However, for such defects in their returns, which are exceptions to the general rule,

as I have pointed out, Mr. Angus Dallas, not only regards all local returns as fabu-

lous, but purposes to blot Trustees and Local Superiutendents out of existence.

He says :
—" So long as Trustees and Local Superintendents, whether detected or

" not, can act with impunity in the non-performance of their prescribed duties, the
" prospect of amendment must be very remote. Under Government inspection, these

,

" irregularities could not occur." It happens, however, in England, where Govern-

ment inspection obtains, and where elective School corporations are unknown, that

the returns are vastly less full, and less explicit than they are in Upper Canada.

1 have thought proper to devote the foregoing paragraph to the statements of

this writer, after his several year's labor in the same cause, and as he has been put

forth as the Corypheus of those adverse to the present school system. The pro-

posed remedies for the evils of our present school system are, the different religious

denominations to be substituted for the Municipalities and elective trustees ; "a
Minister of Public Instruction with a staff of District Inspectors," for the Chief

Superintendent of Education and local superintendents; a Government Board of

Examiners, u granting certificates to teachers for all Upper Canada V ; and that
" each teacher—who should be a man, and not a boy—should be capable to

" undergo an examination in both the Greek and Latin languages, and more par-
" ticularly with Latin his acquaintance should be thorough and familiar."

This scheme needs no comment or illustration ; and my only apology for

noticing it is, that it is the fruit of so many year's labor, and the only substitute

which has ever been proposed for our present school system.

I beg to conclude this Report with a few general remarks.

Our school system is pre-eminently a Municipal system, in which each Muni-
cipality, and even each school section, acts independently of every other, and over

which the Government itself exercises no control beyond that of co-operating with
it on certain conditions, and those conditions involve no surrender of its own man-
agement, but simply of keeping open the school by a qualified teacher so many
months in the year, and allowing all residents between the ages of five and twenty-

one years to attend the school so long as they pay the required fee and observe the

established rules, and not compelling any of them to read from any religious book,

or to be present, at any religious exercises to which their parents or guardians
object. Such being the local, independent, Municipal character of our school sys-

tem, there must be a great diversity in the character and efficiency of the schools

in different cities, towns, and townships, (managed as they are by upwards of

10,000 trustees,) and in different sections of the same township ; so that the success

of the system can only be judged of by ascertaining general results, since the state

of the schools in one Municipality might give a too favorable view of its progress,

and the reverse in another Municipality. These results, notwithstanding the much
that yet remains to be done in each Municipality, evince a progress in the elemen-

tary schools of Upper Canada, not equalled by those of Great Britain or Ireland, or of
any State in America. In Ireland the elementary school system is non-denomina-
tional, and is jointly administered by a Government Board and local patrons, sus-

tained in 1856 by a parliamentary grant amounting to $1,126,428 80, had
5,245 schools, which included 560,134 pupils. The elementary school system in

Great Britain is denominational, and is jointly administered by a Government
Council and local denominational or voluntary association managers, was sustained
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in 1856 by a parliamentary grant of $2,061,680 39, had 5,179 schools, which
included 645,905 pupils. The elementary school system in Upper Canada is non-
denominational (for the most part), and is administered by the co-operation of a
Government Council and superintendent and local elective municipalities and
trustees, and was aided in 1856 by a parliamentary grant of $168,932 00, in-

cluded Normal Schools, libraries, official salaries, &c\, embraced 3,470 schools,

which included 251,145 pupils,—nearly half as many as there are in all England.
It appears, therefore, that the system of elementary schools in Upper Canada

[according to the returns of 1856—the last year for which they have been received]

costs the Parliament, in proportion to the number of pupils in the schools, 67 cents

per pupil; that of Ireland $2.01 per pupil ; that of Great Britain $3.20 per pupil,

or more than six times that of Upper Canada ; while the annual increase of pupils

in our schools is absolutely nearly as large as that of Great Britain or Ireland, and
proportionally several times larger. Our elementary schools embrace rather more
than three-fourths of the whole population of school age in Upper Canada ; while,

in England, elementary schools do not embrace one-half of the population of school

age. The opponents of our school system have advocated the abolition of the

powers of our local Municipal Councils and School Sections to combine and erect

School-houses and support the Schools by property rates, and the introduction of
the English Privy Council denominational system of elementary instruction. That
system has been in operation nearly twice as long as has our present Canadian
system. The following extracts from recent speeches of Members of the House of

Commons—especially from the speeches of Sir John Pakington, late Secretary of

State for the Colonies, and now First Lord of the Admiralty, and of Lord John
Russell, the founder of the English system—will show in what light the English

system is viewed by those noblemen and gentlemen who best understand it, and
how much Upper Canada would gain by its introduction in place of our present

School system. Sir John Pakington moving the 11th February for the appoint-

ment of a Commission to inquire into the state of popular education in England,

and to report what measures are required for the extension of sound and cheap
elementary education to all classes of the community, and in the course of an
elaborate speech, made the following statements :

" He believed that the noble lord, the member for London [Lord J. Russell]

in his speech upon this question in 1856, made a statement to the effect that it

was not the object of those who founded the Committee system in 1839 to make
it pervade every part of the country and supersede all other agencies, but rather

to establish a nucleus for the encouragement of education in every way [Lord J.

Russell, 'hear, hear]. The question to which the house should address itself

was, whether, bearing in mind the statement of the noble lord, that Committee of

Council system, valuable as it was, had not grown to an extent entirely beyond

what was originally intended, and whether it could be carried much further with

safety to the public interests. The annual grants were annually growing. The
estimate last year was between £500,000 and £600,000. That for the present

year, he was informed at the Council office, would be about £100,000 more than

that of last year (Hear, hear). To carry out this great system of the Committee

of Council, they had an increasing army of Inspectors. In the year 1850, the

number of Inspectors was 19 ; in 1857, *it was 46 ; and, if the system were to

expand still farther, that number would require to be consideraby increased.

The time, therefore, had arrived when it ought to be asked whether that state

of things would not lead to an amount of centralization never contemplated

by those who founded the system, and to an expenditure so vast as to make it

impossible for those whose duty it was to keep a watchful and jealous guard

over the public money to permit the system to continue. He spoke with some
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reserve on the subject, because he would be sorry to check the generosity of

Parliament ; bat he believed that it was impossible to keep a sufficiently vigi-

lant guard over the expenditure of minute fractions in every part of the country

of so large a sum as was now annually granted for School purposes. In order

to secure the proper expenditure of the Annual Grants, under the present sys-

tem, a multitude of minute conditions and complicated arrangements would
have to be made, the operation of which would prove injurious and inconvenient.

If such conditions and arrangements were not made, they ran the risk of not

receiving an equivalent for their expenditure. He had stated upon previous

occasions that he wished to retain the present system as a nucleus of a more
extended one, and the centre of our educational action. But he believed that

the present was only a half system."

In another part of his speech, Sir Jo • Paki ton said, " In Canada there

was an admirable system of education i:i existence, and the Australian colonies

were most anxiously endeavoring to establish a sound system which would
reach all parts of the country."

Mr. W. J. Fox also said—" In the colony of Canada, schools of recent

establishment had been scattered over the country in which the use of the Scrip-

tures was voluntary, and it was now the boast of Canadians that education in

that country was more extensive than in some of the American States that were
foremost in the possession of a system of education (hear, hear.)"

Lord John Russell, in the course of a powerful speeeh, made the following

startling and affecting statements :

" There are 4,000,000 or 5,000,000 of children in want of education. The
present system extends to only 570,000. Why is it restricted to that number?
The answer is easy. It was proposed to assist by grants the means of those who
were willing to build Schools and carry them on, but who could not provide

themselves all the resources necessary for that purpose. The hope was that the

establishment of these Schools would lead by example to the establishment of

others, and that thus the system might spread. It was very much in the nature

of an experiment, and it remained to be seen whether that extension of education

took place rapidly and generally, or whether it was a slow and partial process.

The system has now been in operation for about 18 years, and I must say that

though with regard to those children who are under education, it has been very

successful, it has not spread so rapidly or so exiensively as could have been
wished (hear, hear). Let me ask, then, what is to be done ? You are not

making any very great progress, because, I believe, if any one will look at the

amount and increase of the grants, and then look at the increase of the number
of children, he will find that at least the 70,000 who have been added recently

to the list of scholars, are receiving grants from the State to a much larger pro-

portionate amount in money than the 500,000 who first received the benefits of

the system (hear, hear). If that is the case, I think it is deserving of inquiry how
the system can be beneficially extended. I can conceive many ways in which
it might be beneficially extended. For example, I believe that in many cases

the clergy of the established Church, as well as the ministers of Dissenting

denominations, would be willing with their congregations to contribute to a
certain amount, not perhaps complying with all the conditions of the Committee
of Privy Council, but yet making better schools than now exist. Would
not that be a desirable object? (Hear, hear.) I believe we have greatly

improved the quality of education, but we ought not to lose sight of quantity,

and, if we find in certain districts, education making no progress, is it not

desirable to examine whether, by restricted grants and less stringent conditions,

we may not be able to extend the present system ? (Hear, hear.) A
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Bishop of the Established Church has told me that he thinks much might
be done, and he pointed out to me that there were whole districts in his diocese in

which there were no schools of an}' value whatever. (Hear, hear.) I have heard
others, who have great practical experience, say, that while in their own places there

were schools very well conducted, that the grants of the Privy Council were not

only sufficient, but were munificent, you might go for ten or twelve miles from their

parishes and not find a single locality where a valuable school existed. You
cannot, at present, enquire into these facts

;
your inspectors cannot tell you any-

thing about them. Is it not worth while, then, to have an investigation which shall

inform you as to the actual state of things. (Hear, hear.)"

Let any man who has a heart to feel, ponder the above statements of Sir John
Pakington and Lord John Russell, and say whether we have not reason to maintain

and extend with more earnestness and confidence than ever our Canadian system of

public instruction. No one can be more sensible than myself that our School system
is far from being perfect—that the details of the law itself are susceptible of amend-
ment in several respects—that in the organization, alterations and settlements of

boundaries of School sections, improvements are practicable— that as the standard

of the qualifications of teachers has already been raised higher than it was formerly,

so it must be raised higher than it is now, as fast as qualified teachers can be found
to fill the schools—that much may be done to render the system of inspecting

sohools more effective, to secure more general and punctual attendance at schools,

and to render them instruments of greater good
;
yet no intelligent and candid man

can compare our School system with that of other countries, without acknowledging
that it has less machinery, and is more simple than that of any other country or

State in Europe or America ; that it is better adapted than any other to do the very

thing most wanted in England, and not properly provided for in the neighbor-

ing States—to combine and develop local action and resources in co-operation with
Governmental counsel and assistance—that its progress during the short period of

its existence is without precedent or rival, and that we have every encouragement
to persevere in its extension and improvement, until it shall impart to every child

in the land that learning of which Cicero so eloquently says,

—

a It affords nourish-

ment in youth, and delight in old age. It is an ornament in prosperity, and a solace

in adversity. It pleases at home, and does not encumber abroad. A constant com-
panion by night and by day, it attends us in our pastimes and forsakes us not in

our labours.'

'

E. RYERSON.
Department of Public Instruction,

Toronto, 19th April, 1858.



APPENDIX A.

PROVISIONS OF THE LAW RELATING TO ROMAN CATHOLIC SEPARATE SCHOOLS IN
UPPER CANADA, AND TO DISSENTIENT SCHOOLS IN LOWER CANADA.

EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATED REFERENCES IN THE SIDE NOTES:
u L. C. Act,"—Lower Canada Act relating to Dissentient Schools.

"TJ. C. Act,"—Upper Canada Roman Catholic Separate School Act of 1855.
" L. C. Cir."—Lower Canada Circular.
" U. C. Cir."—Upper Canada Circular.
" U. C. Dep. Reg.—Upper Canada Departmental Regulations.
'%* The figures refer to the parts of the Lower Canada School Act, Circular, <fec, which have been

numbered for convenience of reference.

Reference An Act to amend the laws relating to Roman Catholic Separate Schools

ttZr

Acls
,

« Upper Canada.

Circulars, & 18 VICTORIA, CHAPTER 131.

iTthelide
1^ [Received Royal Assent, 30th May, 1855.]

notes below. WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the laws relating to separate

schools in Upper Canada so far as they affect the Roman Catholic

inhabitants thereof: Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excel-

lent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative

Co'uncil and of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada, con-

stituted and assembled by virtue of and under the authority of an Act
passed in the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, and intituled An Act to reunite the Provinces of Upper and
Lower Canada, and for the Government of Canada, and it is hereby
enacted by the authority of the same as follows

:

Acts Repealed.

I. The nineteenth section of u the Upper Canada School Act 0/1850,"
and the fourth Section of " the Upper Canada Supplementary School Act
of 1853," and all other provisions of the said acts or of any other act,

are hereby repealed so far only as they severally relate to the Roman
Catholics of Upper Canada. [13 & 14 Vic, ch. 48, § xix. 14 & 15 Vic,
ch. 111. 16 Vic, ch. 185, § iv, repealed.]

Five Heads of Families may call a Meeting.
SeeL. C.Cir. II. Any number of persons not less than five heads of families, being
No. 56. freeholders or householders resident within any school section of any
L. C. Act, township or within any ward of any city or town, and being Roman
No

*
1 - Catholics, may convene a public meeting of persons desirous to establish a

L. C. Act, separate school for Roman Catholics in such school section or ward for
No. 2. the election of trustees for the management thereof.

Majority present to elect three Trustees.

III. A majority of the persons present, not less than ten in number,

L. C. Act being freeholders or householders, and being Roman Catholics, at any
No. 2, Cir. 50. such meeting may elect three persons resident within such section to act

as trustees for the management of such separate school, and any person,
L. C. Act, being a British subject, may be elected as such trustee whether he be a
No. 41. freeholder, or householder, or not.

Notice of establishment of Separate School.

L. C. Act, IV. A notice addressed to the reeve, or to the chairman of the board
No. 1. f common school trustees, in the township, city or town in which such
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section is situate, may be given by all persons resident within such section

being freeholders or householders, and being Roman Catholics, favourable

to the establishment of such separate school, whether they were present

at such meeting or not, declaring that they desire to establish a separate

school in such school section, and designating by their names, professions

and places of abode the persons elected in the manner aforesaid as trus-

tees for the management thereof.

V. Every such notice shall be delivered to the proper officer by one of

the trustees so elected, and it shall be the duty of the officer receiving the

same to endorse thereon the date of the reception thereof, and to deliver

a copy of the same, so endorsed and duly certified by him, to such trustee.

Effect of such Notice.

VI. From the day of the date of the reception of every such notice, the L. C. Act,

trustees therein named shall be a body corporate under the name of " The No
*
36 '

Trustees of the Roman Catholic Separate School for the section number
, in the township (city or town as the case may be), in the

county of ."

Union of Separate Schools in Cities and Towns.
VII. If a separate school or separate schools shall have been established k. C, Act,

in more than one ward of any city or town, the trustees of such separate "^j'qj 5?'

schools may, if they think fit, form an union of such separate schools, and,

from the day of the date of the notice in any public newspaper, published

in such city or town announcing such union, the trustees of the several

wards shall together form a body corporate under the title of '* The Board
of Trustees of the Roman Catholic United Separate Schools for the city

(or town) of . in the. county of ."

Powers and obligations of Trustees.

VIII. All trustees elected and forming a body corporate under this actL- 0. Act,

shall have the same power to impose, levy and collect school rates or sub-
c£ ^^

scriptions upon and from persons sending children to, or subscribing

towards the support of separate schools, as the trustees of common schools L. C. Act,

have and possess under the provisions of the acts hereinbefore cited in ^os
-
34

>
85

»

respect of common schools; and they shall also be bound to perform all

duties required of. and shall be subject to all penalties provic/ed against *t
C'^q

the trustees of common schools ; and teachers of separate schools shall be

liable to all penalties provided against teachers of common schools. Nos \>j

C

& 39.

Trustees' period of office and re-election.

IX. All trustees elected under this act shall remain in office until the L - c -
A<*>

o

second Wednesday of the month of January next following their election,
os '

on which day in each year an annual meeting shall be held, commencing
at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the election of trustees for

separate schools theretofore established ; but no trustee shall be re-elected

at any such meeting without his consent, unless after the expiration of

four years from the time when he went out of office.

Child) en from adjoining sections may attend.

X. All trustees elected under this act shall allow children from other L. C. Act,

school sections to be received into any separate school under their man-^°- 21 -

agement, at the request of the parents or lawful guardians of such

children, provided such children or their parents or guardians arc Roman
Catholics ; and no children attending such school shall be included in the

return hereafter provided to be made to the Chief Superintendent of

Schools unless they shall be Roman Catholics.
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Teachers* Certificate. Disposal of Moneys.
XI. A majority of the trustees in any township or village or of the

L. C. Act, board of trustees in any town or village elected under this act, shall have
power to grant certificates of qualification to teachers of separate schools

under their management, and to dispose of all school funds of every
description coming into their hands for school purposes.

Condition of Municipal Exemption from School Rates.
L.C. Act, XII. Every person paying rates, whether as proprietor or tenant, who,

on or before the first day of February of any year, shall have given notice

to the clerk of the municipality in which any separate school is situated,

that he is a Roman Catholic and a supporter of such separate school, shall

be exempted from the payment of all rates imposed within such ward or

school section for the support of common schools and of common school

libraries for the year then next following, and every clerk of a muni-

cipality, upon receiving any such notice, shall deliver a certificate to the

person giving the same, to the effect that such notice has been given, and
L. C. Act, shewing the date of such notice; but any person who shall fraudulently

give any such notice, or shall wilfully make any false statement therein,

shall not secure any exemption thereby, but shall, on the contrary, be
L. C. Act, liable to a penalty of ten pounds currency, recoverable, with costs, before

any Justice of the Peace at the suit of the municipality interested : Pro-

vided always, that nothing herein contained shall exempt any such person

from paying any rate for the support of common schools or common school

libraries, or for the erection of a school-house or school-houses which shall

have been imposed before such separate school was established.

Conditions of receiving aid from Legislative Grant.

XIII. Every separate school established under this Act shall be entitled

to a share in the fund annually granted by the legislature of this Province

L. C. Act, for the support of common schools, according to the average number of
Nos. 1 &11. pU pil s attending such school during the twelve next preceding months or

during the number of months which may have elapsed from the establish-

ment of a new separate school as compared with the whole average num-
ber of pupils attending school in the same city, town, village or township:

Provided always, that no separate school shall be entitled to a share in

any such fund unless the average number of pupils so attending the same
L. C. Act, be fifteen or more, (periods of epidemic or contagious diseases excepted) :

No. 12. Provided also, that nothing herein contained shall entitle any such separate
ByL.C.Act school within any city, town, village or township, to any part or portion

g

2

^^
8^16^ of school moneys arising or accruing from local assessment for common

receive the school purposes within any such city, town, village or township, or the

rates of Dis- county or union of counties within which such town, village or township is

sentients.
situate : Provided also, that if any separate school shall not have been in

operation for a whole year at the time of the apportionment, it shall not

receive the sum to which it should have been entitled for a whole year,

but only an amount proportional to the time during which it has been kept

open.

Apportionment based on half-yearly returns.

XIV- The trustees of each separate school shall on or before the

thirtieth day of June and the thirty-first day of December of each year,

transmit to the Chief Superintendent of Schools for Upper Canada a cor-

1. C. Bet, rec £ statement of the names of the children attending such school, together
Nos. 5 42. ^.^ ^ e average attendance during the six next preceding months, or

during the number of months which may have elapsed since the establish-
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merit thereof, and the number of months it shall have been so kept open,
and the Chief Superintendent shall thereupon determine the proportion
which the trustees of such separate schools shall be entitled to receive out

of such legislative grant, and shall pay over the amount thereof to such L. c. Act,

trustees, and every such statement shall be verified on oath before any Nos - 37, 42, <fc

Justice of the Peace for the county or union of counties within which such
49,

separate school is situate by at least one of the trustees making theL. C. Act,

same. No - 42 -

Trustees' election void in certain cases.

XV. But the eloction of any trustee or trustees made under this act

shall become void unless a separate school shall be established under his

or their management within two months from the election of such trustee

or trustees.

Restriction as to voting at C S. elections.

XVI. And no person subscribing towards the support of a separate L - c - Act>

school or sending children thereto shall be allowed to vote at the election
No

'
23 '

of any trustee for a common school in the city, town, village or township
in which such separate school is situate.

FROM THE COMMON SCHOOL ACT, 13 & 14 VICTORIA,
CHAP. 48.

Election of Trustees—No restriction in the selection.

VI. And be it enacted, That at every annual school section meeting in

any township, as authorised and required to be held by the second sec-

tion of this Act, it shall be the duty of the freeholders or householders

of such section present at such meeting, or a majority of them,

—

Thirdly. (A) To elect one or more persons as trustee or trustees, to L. C. Act,

fill up the vacancy or vacancies in the Trustee Corporation, according to No - 47 -

law; Provided always, that no teacher in such school section shall hold

the office of School Trustee.*

Foreign Books—Religious Instruction.

XIV. And be it enacted, (B) That no foreign books in the English L - c -
Act

>

branches of education shall be used in any model or common school, °' 45,

without the express permission of the Council of Public Instruction
;
(C)

nor shall any pupil in any such school be required to read or study in or

from any religious book, or join in any exercise of devotion or religion,

which shall be objected to by his or her parents or guardians ; Provided

always, that within this limitation, pupils shall be allowed to receive suchL. C. Act,

religious instruction as their parents and guardians shall desire, according '

to the general regulations which shall be provided according to law.

Authorized Text Boohs.

XXIX. And be it enacted, That it shall be the duty of each County
Board of Public Instruction :

Thirdly. (D) To select (if deemed expedient), from a list of text-books L. C. Act,

recommended or authorized by the Council of Public Instruction, such No-
45 -

books as they shall think best adapted for the use of the Common Schools

of such county or circuit ; and to ascertain and recommend the best facili-

ties for procuring such books, f

* By the fourteenth section of the Supplementary Act, no Local Superintendent can be a Trustee in a
school section ; and by the sixth proviso in the fourth section of the same Act, supporters of separate

schools are ineligible as Trustees of public common schools.

f The authorized text-books are those published under the direction of the Commissioners of National

Education in Ireland—prepared by practical aud experienced Masters.—See L. C. Cir., No. 48.
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DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF
ROMAN CATHOLIC SEPARATE SCHOOLS.

1. When a Roman Catholic Separate School is established, as provided

in the R. C. Separate School Act of 1855, 18 Vict., chap. 131, it will be
necessary for the trustees to transmit the notice of its establishment,

*r
C
K
Cir

*' having the certificate and endorsement of the Reeve of the township, or

of the Chairman of the Board of School Trustees of the city, town or

village, to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, so that the Department
may be apprized of the legal existence of the school, and be enabled to

transmit to the trustees the necessary blanks, and also reserve a portion

of the Legislative school grant for the school.

L. C. Cir., 2. When the separate schools in the wards of a city or town become
No. 52. united under one Board, as provided in the 7th section of the said Act,

the Board of Trustees should send a copy of the newspaper containing

such notice to the Chief Superintendent of Schools.

L. C. Cir., 3. The Educational Department will not be able to recognize any
No. 57, Roman Catholic separate school neglecting to comply with the foregoing

regulations in regard to the establishment and union of such schools.

L. C. Act, 4. Nor will any such separate school be entitled to share in the Legis-
No- 15, lative school grant, unless the half-yearly returns, required by the 14th

section of the said Act, be transmitted to the Chief Superintendent of

Schools within a month after the expiration of the half year to which
they refer.

CIRCULAR FROM THE CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS TO TRUSTEES OF ROMAN CATHOLIC

SEPARATE SCHLOOS IN UPPER CANADA.

Dated the ISth June, 1855.

Gentlemen,—You will herewith receive a copy of " An Act to amend
the Laws relating to Roman Catholic Separate Schools in Upper Canada."

For the provisions of this Act, I am not entitled to either praise or blame,

as I never saw it until it appeared in print, after its introduction into the

Legislature. I have ever believed and maintained that the provisions of

the law as previously existing in respect to separate schools, were con-

ceived in a kindly feeling, and were equitable and liberal. I am so per-

18 V., c. 131. suaded still. But these provisions of the law having been complained of

by Bishops of the Roman Catholic Church, the new Separate School Act

is the result—an Act, which, while it maintains our public school system

inviolate, and even places it upon a firmer and broader foundation than

that upon which it rested before, yet confers upon members of the Roman
Catholic persuasion powers and distinctions which are not possessed by

13 & 14 Vic, any class of Protestants in Upper Canada, and which their own Repre-
c. 48, § xix. sentatives would never consent to confer upon them.

2. While in our public schools, the religious rights and faith of pupils

TJ. C, Com. of all persuasions are equally protected, and while I am persuaded of the
School Act, superior advantages of those schools in respect to both economy and all

" the appliances of instruction, I shall, on this very account, in addition to

my obligations of official duty, do all in my power to lessen the disadvan-

tages of those who prefer separate schools, and secure to them every right

and advantage which the Separate School Act confers.

^ c - Act, 3. I have prepared blank forms of semi-annual returns, which you are

to make to me, and on the receipt of which I will determine and pay half-
J. XIV.
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yearly the sums from the Legislative school grant to Roman Catholic

separate schools. To enable me to do so the more readily, it will be
necessary for you to appoint some person in this city to receive and give

duplicate receipts for the sums payable to your school according to law.

The blank power of attorney enclosed in duplicate can therefore be filled

up and presented by your agent to this Department. The enclosed semi- 16 Vic. c 85,

annual returns for Roman Catholic separate schools are precisely the same sec - v -

as those required of the trustees of our public schools. The annual reports 13 & 14 yic#)

required from trustees of Roman Catholic separate schools, are also thcch. 49, § xii,

same as those required from trustees of public schools. cL 19 -

4. On application, I will furnish you with school registers, and here-

with transmit to you also, blank returns for the first six months of the

current year. I will also supply your school with maps, apparatus and
libraries upon the same terms as the public schools ; that is, I will add one

hundred per cent, to whatever sum or sums you may forward for such

maps, apparatus, or library books as you may select from the descriptions

and general catalogues of the department.

5. The several clauses of the Separate School Act are clearly and simply

expressed ; but should any doubts arise as to your duties or proceedings,

I shall be happy to give you every information in my power.

6. As the 14th section of the Act referred to, requires me to base the u. q. Act,

apportionment of each six months, upon the semi-annual returns of the sec. xiv.

previous year, and as I am anxious to ensure the utmost correctness in

making the apportionment for the current year, I will thank you to have

the kindness to fill up and return, to this Department, the enclosed blank

return, relative to school attendance of last year. The information is not

in the possession of this Department, but it can be easily compiled from

the school records in your possession.

s !|J
The Law relating to Dissentient Schools in Lower Canada. | <§ g $f

(Taken from the School Acts.) £ w^3
jj

9th Victoria, Chapter 27. fi5jfc«s

How to establish Dissentient Schools.

XXVI. And be it enacted, (1) That when in any [Sch.] municipality 1 and 2 not in

the regulations and arrangements made by the School Commissioners forU. C. Act.

the conduct of any school, shall not be agreeable to any number whatever

of the inhabitants professing a religious faith different from that of the

majority of the inhabitants of such municipality, the inhabitants so dis-

sentient may collectively signify such dissent in writing to the Chairman

of the said Commissioners, (2) and give in the names of three Trustees,

chosen by them for the purposes of this Act
; (3) and such Trustees shall 3, 4, 5, and

have the same powers and be subject to the same duties as School Com- part of r> miL

missioners, (4) but for the management of those schools only which shall
G

*
Act

' § vul *

be under their control
; (5) and such dissentient inhabitants may, by the „ supervision"

intervention of such trustees, establish in the manner provided with regard (6) not in u.

to other schools, one or more schools, (G) which shall be subject to the c -.Act -

same provisions, duties and supervision, (7) and they shall be entitled to g^^ni^a
receive from the Superintendent (a) or from the School Commissioners, Act.

such sum out of the general (b) or local school fund as shall be propor- a In u". C.

tionate to the dissentient population they represent : (8) Provided always,^^v '

Sch
that whenever the majority of the children attending any school now in§ x iii.'
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operation, and the school-house, shall belong to or be occupied by such

dissentients, the said school-house shall be continued to be occupied by

them so long as the number of children taught in such school shall amount

9 in U. C. Act^° tne number required by this act to form a School District (9) and the

§ viii, power entire amount of moneys raised by assessment on such dissentients shall
to tax vested De p^d t the trustees of such school, together with a due proportion of^ °- TlUS

'*e building fund.
F

*

Conditions of receiving aid,

10
• tj c

XXVII. And be it enacted, (10) That to entitle any school to its allow-

Act, § xiii! ance out of the general or local school fund, it shall be requisite and
sufficient that such school has been under the management of School

Commissioners or [Dissentient] Trustees appointed in the manner provided

11 not in U.C. by the next preceding section, (11) that it has been in actual operation

Act. during at least eight calendar months, (12) that it has been attended by
12 in U. C. at least fifteen children (periods of epidemic or contagious diseases
Act, § xui.

excepted), (13) that the returns have been certified to the School Com-

t? Act°
in

niissioners or Trustees, (14) that a public examination of the schools

15 in U C nas taken place, (15) that a report signed by the majority of the School

Act, §xiv. Commissioners or Trustees, and by the master, has been transmitted to

the Superintendent of Schools, according to the form prescribed by him
for that purpose, every six months, that is to say, before the first day of

16 not in U. July, and the first day of January, in each year, (1G) and finally, that a
0. Act. sum equal to the allowance made by the Legislature for the Municipality

has been raised as hereinbefore provided.

Penalties for false returns,

11 in U. C. XXVIII. And be it enacted, (17) That if any School Commissioner or

Act, § xii. [Dissentient] Trustee, or other person, shall make any false certificate or

return, by means of which he may have fraudulently obtained or sought

fraudulently to obtain money from the public school fund, such commis-

sioner, trustee or other person, shall not only restore the money so obtained,

but shall also incur a penalty not exceeding ten pounds currency, nor less

than two pounds ten shillings, which shall go to the local school fund, and
which shall be recoverable at the suit of any person having an interest in

the right administration of the common schools, on the oath of one credible

18 not in U.C. witness, and before any Justice of the Peace; (18) and if such penalty be
Act. not paid within ten days after judgment, it shall be levied, with the cost of

suit and of sale, by seizure and sale of the goods and chattels of the

defendant under the warrant of such Justice of the Peace, and in default

of sufficient goods and chattels, the defendant may be committed to the

common gaol, and detained therein one day for each three shillings of the

amount of the fine and costs, or of the balance which may be due.

Election restrictions—Children from other districts.

19 & 20 not in XXIX. And be it enacted, (19) That the trustees of dissentient minor-

U. C. Act. Seeities shall also be elected for three years, (20) except that at the end of

§ ix - each of the two first years one of the Trustees shall retire and be replaced

21 in U.C. or re-elected by such dissentients; (21) children from other school dis-

Act, § x. tricts, of the same faith as the dissentients for whom the school was estab-

lished, may attend the same whenever such dissentients shall not be
22 not in TJ. C. sufficiently numerous in any district to support a school alone : (22) Provided

23° in U C *na* ^ne individuals of the dissentient minority shall not be elected nor

Act, § xvi. serve as School Commissioners, (23) nor vote at the election of the School
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Commissioners; (24) and that in like manner the individuals of the 24 * 20 in u
majority shall not be elected nor serve as School Trustees, (25) nor vote c - Oommon
at their election. School Act.

Restriction as to Visitors.

^
XXXIII. (26) No Priest, Minister, or Ecclesiastic shall be entitled to 2 o fo u. C

visit any school belonging to any inhabitants not of his own persuasion, Com School

except with the consent of the Commissioners or Trustees of such school. Actby Deprt
Construction.

School Corporations in Quebec and Montreal.

XLII. And be it enacted, (27) That in Quebec and Montreal the 27 not in U.c.
corporation shall appoint twelve School Commissioners (if they have not Act, but § vii

already been named under the authority of the Act passed in the last authorizes

Session of the Provincial Parliament concerning Elementary Education),
CltyBoard8,

six of whom shall be Roman Catholics and six Protestants ; and such
Commissioners shall form two separate and distinct corporations, the one
for Roman Catholics and the other for the Protestants, and one-half of

each of the said corporations shall be renewed annually by the said

corporation.

Examiners in Quebec and Montreal for granting Certificates.

L. And be it enacted, (28) That there shall be in each of the cities of 28 not in U.C
Quebec and Montreal, a Board of Examiners composed of fourteen persons A°t, bat § xi.

chosen in as fair and equitable a manner as possible from among the£"^""88
l

l1 "

different religious denominations, the members of which Board shall be teachers.

appointed by the Governor in Council through the Superintendent of

Schools, and of whom one-half shall consist of Roman Catholics, and one-

half of Protestants, and who shall compose a Board of Examiners, (29) to 29 in U. C
examine teachers, and to deliver or refuse to each, as the case may require, Act, § xi.

a license or certificate of qualification, after due examination; (30) and 30not jnU . c.

the said board shall be divided into two divisions, one of which shall be Act, but provi-

composed of seven Roman Catholics, and the other of seven Protestants, dedform§ xi.

each of which division shall separately perform the duties hereinafter

imposed upon them: (31) Provided nevertheless, that every Priest, 3 \ not in U. C
Minister, Ecclesiastic, or other person forming part of a religious com- Act, but such

munity instituted for Educational purposes, and every person of the examination
j 1 1 1

«j 1 , oiav be dis-
female sex, shall be in every case exempt from undergoing an examina- peuse( i wi$
tion before any of the said Boards ; and provided also, that neither the under ^ xi.

possession of a certificate of examination before one of the said Board,

nor any exemption from examination, shall oblige the School Commis-
sioners or Trustees to accept a teacher who does not suit them. [These

Boards have been since increased.]

12th Victoria, Chapter 50.

Assessmentfor Dissentient Schools, Fees, Grant, fyc.

XVIII. And be it enacted, That any thing in the twenty-sixth section

of the said above cited Act, or in any other part of the said Act contained

to the contrary notwithstanding, (32) whenever the Trustees of Dissentient 32 not in U. C.

Schools shall have been chosen and shall have established one or more Ax;i..but vir-

dissentient schools, in any School Municipality, and the said Trustees
Jjjj Uffif*

shall not be satisfied with the arrangements antecedently made by the Y iii, and xii.

School Commissioners of the said Municipality relative to the recovery

and the distribution of the assessment, they may, by a written declaration ~
xii

•

tg out
to that effect, address to the President of the School Commissioners, at how R. Catho-

e22
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lies can be ex-leas t one month before the first day of January or July, in any year,

Com^SchooT acqmre tne right °f receiving themselves, for the following and all future

rates which by years during which they shall continue to be such Trustees of dissentient

§ viii, the R. schools, according to law, the assessment levied on the inhabitants so

collec

1

t

SteeCan ^ssen^erit
'
wn0 sna^ ^ave signn̂ ed their dissent in writing conformably

to the said above cited Acts, or who shall hereafter signify the same at

83 in IT. C. the times and in the manner hereinbefore provided, (33; and the said
Com. School Trustees shall in such case be entitled to obtain a copy of the assessment

vih\
a

ppiicablem f°ree, of the list of children capable of attending school, and of other

to ft. Catholic documents in the hands of the School Commissioners or of the Secretary -

Sep. Sch. Act. Treasurer, and connected with the future government of dissentient

34 included in schools ;
(34) the said Trustees may and shall also receive the amount of

U. C. Act § the monthly fees, payable in respect of the children of such dissentient

g|.

u
: -rj c parent or masters, (35) and may institute all suits or prosecutions, and

Act, § viii. do all other things necessary for the recovery of the said assessments and

36inU. C, monthly fees; and they, (36) the said Trustees, shall be a corporation
Act. § vi. for the purposes of their own dissentient schools and School District, (37)

ActVxiv
3
" an(^ sna^ entitled to receive from the Superintendent shares of the

General School Fund bearing the same proportion to the whole sums
allotted from time to time in such Municipality as the number of children

No Building attending such dissentient schools bears to the entire of children
uu m

' attending school in such Municipality, at the same time, and a similar

38notm Xj.c. share of the Building Fund; (38) and the said Trustees shall have the

Act. right to constitute their own School Districts independently of the

39 in U. C School Districts established by the Commissioners aforesaid, (39) and

Act, § viii.' shall have the same rights and shall be subject to the same duties and
penalties as the said School Commissioners, in respect of the collection and
application of the moneys by them received, of the rendering and exam-
ination of their accounts, and of all other matters whatever in reference

40 not in IT. C. thereto, (40) and may be removed and others appointed by the Governqr
Act. in Council, or by the Superintendent of Schools in all those cases in

41 not in U C wni°n School Commissioners are liable to be so dealt with
; (41) Provided

Act, but § viii always, that if after such declaration of separate management, there should
authorises ne- be no subsisting assessment, or if the assessment should not appear to
cessary rates

tjlem a proper one, the said Trustees may, in the months of July and
to be levied by. l

o i j ± i i r i r
ft. C. trustees. August of each year, proceed to make such assessment for the future,

conformably to the said Act upon the inhabitants so dissentient as afore-

42 in U. C. said; (42) And provided also, that the said Trustees shall be, and they
Act. § xiv. are hereby held to furnish to the Superintendent a written statement,
Repealed by under tJw oath j at least two of them, of the number of children attending

v>
'

'
8 such dissentient schools at least one month previous to the said first days

of January and July, to enable the said Superintendent to make the

Fund in lJ
g
C. ProPer apportionment of the said General and Building Funds.

13 & 14 Victoria, Chapter 97.

Government Inspectors of Schools.

III. not in U. HI. That it shall be lawful for the Governor to .appoint, from time to

C. Act. time, and for such period as he shall deem necessary, in each of the districts

See L. C. In- of Lower Canada, one or more competent persons as Inspectors of Com-

5

t

8

U

a

C

nd°60
N

'

OS " mon Schools therein, whose duty it shall be to visit each school municipality

43 not in U c m *ne district or section of a district for which he shall be appointed, (43)

Act. to examine the schools, school teachers and school houses therein,—to
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inspect the accounts of the Secretary-Treasurer and the Register of the

School Commissioners of every such municipality,—and generally to

ascertain whether the provisions of the existing school laws are there car-

ried out and obeyed.

Municipal aid to Schools in Quebec and Montreal

IX. (44) That in the cities of Quebec and Montreal no rate shall be 44 not in XJ. C.

imposed or levied for the purpose of common schools, but that the City Act. The

Treasurer of each of the said cities shall, out of the moneys in his hands ?"%**

forming part of the funds of the Corporation of such city, from whatever vested 10 the
source such moneys are derived, (all laws or rules or by-laws of the Council it. 0. Trust m,

of such Corporation to the contrary notwithstanding,) pay to the respective § *m -

Boards of School Commissioners of such city, and in proportion to the

population of the religious persuasion, represented by such Boards respec-

tively, a sum equal in amount to that apportioned to such city out of the

Common School Fund, to be employed by and for the purposes of the

common schools, under the direction of such Boards of School Commission-

ers respectively.

9th Victoria, Chapter 27.

Text Books—Religious Instruction.

XXI. And be it enacted, That it shall be the duty of the School Com-
missioners in each municipality

—

Fifthly. (45)To regulate the course of study to be followed in each

school,—to provide that no other books be used in the schools under their ^j" ^,'
]l

C
\ ct

jurisdiction but those approved and recommended by the Board of Ex- see. iiV. at B.

aminers hereinafter established,—and to establish general rules for the

management of the schools, and to communicate them in writing to the

respective teachers,—to fix the time of the annual public examination, and

to attend at the same ; (46) Provided that the cure, priest, or officiating 46 not in ^ c
minister shall have the exclusive right of selecting the books having refer- Act, but Seet.

ence to religion or morals, for the use of the schools for children of his own xlv
-
C(,m

\
Scl>-

,. . n P-, Act at C m-
religious faith. cludes it

12th Victoria, Chapter 50.

Eligibility of Clergymen as Commissioners.

VI. And be it enacted, (47) That the clergymen of all religious do-

nominations in each school municipality shall be eligible to be such Com- Act
n°

blJt g

missioners without any property qualification ; any law or statute to the vi. pit

contrary notwithstanding. . ,m. i.ti,,n on
J ° the choice of

CIRCULAR OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION the elcctors -

FOR LOWER CANADA.

Dated the \5th June, 185G.

(48) In those localities where a difference of religious belief exists, it is

of importance that the books employed for the purpose of inculcating prin-*8 P r,,vi^d

ciples of morality and religion, should contain nothing having relation to^g^^
any faith in particular. I conceive it, therefore, my duty to recommend Sect- rrix, at

the adoption for the use of schools of the books which, under similar eir-D.

cumstances are employed in the schools in Ireland. These are certainly U. C. Oir. 2.

according to o-eneral belief the best books that could he used in the common

schools for the purpose of imparting to children of different religions the

requisite degree of instruction.
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49 in TJ. C. (49) It must be understood that dissentient schools are only entitled to a
ct. £ xiv.

snare f the school grant proportionate to the number of children be-

tween the ages of 5 and 16 years, who have attended to school and
belonged to dissentient inhabitants within the scholastic municipality. See
18th clause of the Act 12 Vic. ch. 50.

50 in TJ. C. (50) Dissentient schools should be in all cases governed by three trustees

Act, § iii, named for the purpose by the dissentient inhabitants, as was done under
the last Act. There ought to be but one body of trustees for all the dis-

sentient schools in each scholastic municipality.

51 in IT. C. (51) The trustees of the dissentient schools have the same duties to fulfil

Act, § viii. and the same powers to exercise as the Commissioners for the government
of schools under their control. See 26th clause of the Act 9 Vict. ch. 27,

and the 18th of the Act 12 Vict. ch. 50.

52 in U. C. (52) They ought to report to this office respecting the schools under
Dep. Reg. l. their control at the same period as is designated by law for the performance

of that duty by the School Commissioners.

53 included in (53) They ought also to render an account of the manner in which
U. C. Act, they have expended that part of the Government grant placed at their
§ vilL

disposal.

54 included in (
5 ^) They should exact from the teachers the keeping of a journal

U. c. Act, similar to that required from the teachers of schools under the control of

§ viu - the Commissioners.

55 same in (55) It will be observed, however, that the 21st clause of the Act 9
TJ. C. Act. Vict, ch, 27, placing at the disposition of School Commissioners all the lands

and school houses acquired, given to, or erected under the authority of

former Education Acts or of the present Act, gives no power or right to the

trustees of dissentient schools to demand the use or possession of the like

property, unless they were in possession of the same at the time of the

passing of this Act.

56 not in TJ C (^) -^e present Act authorizes the establishment of dissentient schools

Act. onty upon the ground of religious difference, and to the inhabitants only

forming the minority.

fil
_ • Tj c (57) In all their communications with this office, the trustees of dissen-

Dep. Reg. tient schools will be governed by the same rules as the School Commis-
sioners.

Instructions to Inspectors of Schools.

50 not in TJ. C (58) The School Inspectors, according to the true intent of the Act 14
Act - and 15 Vict., cap. 97, will visit all the schools in operation in the school

municipalities within the limits of their respective jurisdiction.

69notinTJ.C. 3. (59) The Inspectors will also specify whether the schools are held

Act. under the control of the School Commissioners, or under that of the dis-

senting trustees, if they are common schools frequented by children both of

Catholic and Protestant parentage, if they are mixed schools, frequented

by children of both sexes, without distinction either of origin or religion.

60notinTJ.C. 3.7. (60, The Inspectors will visit all the school houses built under the

Act. control of the Commissioners of Schools, or of the dissenting trustees, as

well as the lands upon which they are situated, &c.

J. G. H,,

D'y. Supt.

The following isfrom the 19th Vict, chap. 14, (L. C.)

:

61 m^'.9- " V. After the first day of July, 1856, the trustees of dissentient schools

See No^83.
s^a^ a^one nave tne right of fixing and collecting the assessments to be
levied on the inhabitants so dissentient." (61.)

Epucation Office, Toronto, March, 1858.
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APPENDIX B.

Statement of the gross amount appropriated by Municipalities and School Sections

and apportioned from the Legislative Grant for School Libraries, and of the

value and number of the volumes supplied, from 1853 to 1857 inclusive.

Year.

Appropriated
by

Municipalities.

Legislative

Grant.

Value of the

Books
dispatched.*

Number
of

Volumes.

1853 and 1854
1855

£ s. d.

6420 14 10

1217 12 10
9-20 5 4

2057 10 4

£ s. d.

6515 14 10
1217 12 10
920 5 4

2057 10 4

£ s. d

12844 1 2
2486 15 9

1818 19 1

4115 8

100164
16578

1856 . 13701

1857 29833

Total £10,616 3 4 10,711 3 4 21,264 16 8 160,296

* Exclusive of the text and prize books, Mechanics' Institutes, &c,

Note.—The amount apportioned from the Legislative Grant exceeds that

appropriated by Municipalities by £95. This sum is composed of special grants to

Ramsay (£70) and Harwick (£25) in consideration of the amount previously raised

by the former Township for library purposes, and to assist the latter in replacing a

library supplied by the Department, but destroyed by fire.

The local appropriations amount to £10,616 3 4

Legislative appropriation 10,71134
£21,327 6 8

Value of Books dispatched 21,264 16 8

Balances still due to libraries <£62 10
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In addition to the 160,296 volumes mentioned above, 2,707 have been sent to

Mechanics' Institutes, &c, which were omitted in the previous table because no

legislative apportionment was granted in these cases. The total number of volumes

dispatched is therefore 163,003, classified as follows :

—

4 >>

J
n

Phenomena.

Physical

Science.

O
OS O

II

| "3-3

X a 'll

Ph<1

CO

3

g s

3

05
5
9

1

1
be

s

6

IS
ph3

<
H
O

Total sent from 1853 to )

December 1855 5

January, 1856

20266

36

261
137
105
150
236
77
19
225
382
870
691

1049
1386
177
302
566
405
201
125
18
78

237

1

9187

36
4

41
20
10
49
129

5

57
104
197
258
410
439
87

108
172
149
75
32
9
9

15

1635

"i

2

14
12

30
32
24
46
73
96
22
25
18
23
11
2
4

"l

3636

3

10
21
5

36
83
5

3

46

2540

24

27
8

4
6

13
21

37

1070

9

"9

5
1

5

12
3

3
7

23
35
35
59
10
9

20
18
4
5

1823

36

30
2

1

7
11

9

27
16
65
66
98
136
29
24
27
36
23
9

1

"6

968

11

i'6

1

"2

6

"2

5

12
37
30
39
7
4
1

16

589

3

"2

1

1
2
2

2

"i

3
14
9

16
19
6

4
8

1

1

2

"i

Mecl

5494

8

52
30
18
35
46
1

1

40
76

111
130
274
323
99

115
127
107
46
10
7

3
16

5705

36
4

44
12
2

12
58
7

5
61

116
99

217
300
417
74
32
99
75
22
14
5
3

16

11819

22
2

264
62
41

74
184
55
4
54

266
495
464
546
622
100
62
242
115
90
49
20
6

19
stitute

8417

4
10
89
41
41
61

155
30

53
167
369
304
347
684
98

203
257
156
106
19
21
9

49
s not ii

12391

5

135
81
32

207
313
29
11
109
378
544
566
723

1023
162
195
319
248
119
40
47
12

30534

2

338
140
173
108
515
103
227
284
848
1094
1359
1326
2957
295

1073
594
539
342
123
194
42

1218

10

37
8

26
22
4
2

21

59
69
31
53
58
9

26
26
20
16
1

4

jove

117292

245
February " 20
March " 1359
April " 571
May " 434
June ' " 794
July " 1796
August " 351
September" 272
October " 1050
November " 50 35

135 112
51 171

110 182

2544
December " 4233
January, 1857 4435
February " 5572
March " 146

48
67
62
41
49
9

16
9

215
38
34
57
51
35
8

5
1

8619
April " 1261
May " 2283
June " 2595
July " 2000
August " 1200
September" 448
October " 357
November " 172
December " 24 20 62' 375

clvid. in the a
891

ianic s' In 2209

2S059! 11602 2074: 4635 13644 1342 2482 1157 687|7169|7435 15733 11689 17751 43585i7201 163003

The Mechanics' Institutes which have received libraries from the Depository,

and the number of volumes sent to each, are in alphabetical order as follows :

Vols. Years.

Berlin 158 .... 1855

Chatham 313 .... 1853

Cobourg 350 1856

Fonthill - 137.... 1858

Guelph ... 372.... 1853

Huntingdon, C.E 150 .... 1855

Oakville 250 .... 1856

Smith's Falls 50 .... 1857

St. Catherines 60 .... 1854

Vols. Years
Thorold 90 1858
Toronto 275 1856
Whitby 94 1857

Total 2299
Books were also sent to Leeds
and Grenville Agricul. Society 208 1S55

McGill College, Montreal 200 ... . 1857
2707

N.B.—In none of these cases has the one hundred per cent, been allowed ; and the Managers
—especially those of the Toronto Mechanics' Institute—would have purchased of the ordinary

booksellers, had they not found, on inquiry, that they could best promote the interests of their

associations by applying to the Educational Department. I happen to know, as a fact, that the

Agent of the Fonthill Mechanics' Institute did not even apply to the Educational Department
until after he had inquired at the bookstores of the Toronto signers of the memorial to the Legis-

lature against the Department, and found that he could get but few books that he had been
authorised to purchase, and those at much higher than the official catalogue prices. Certain

books which he had purchased at the Educational Department for the Fonthill Institute, he desired

to purchase for his own private use, which (not being permitted to do at the Public Depository)

he purchased at the store of one of the signers of the memorial referred to, and at prices one-third

higher than he had paid for the same books for the public Institute. He brought those books, pur-

chased for private use, to be packed and forwarded in the same case containing the books for the

Fonthill Mechanics' Institute—remarking, at the same time, that the great difference in the prices

of books at the Educational Depository and in the stores of these booksellers, quite accounted for

the hostility they had expressed to him against the Educational Department.
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APPENDIX D.

PETITION OF CERTAIN BOOKSELLERS, STATIONERS, AND NEWSPAPER VENDERS IN
UPPER CANADA, AGAINST THE EDUCATIONAL DEPOSITORY, WITH REMARKS IN
REPLY TO THEIR STATEMENTS.

" To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada,
in Provincial Parliament assembled :

* The Petition of the undersigned Booksellers of the Province of Canada,

u Humbly Sheweth,—
" 1. That their lawful trade is seriously injured by the interference of your

Chief Superintendent of Education with many of its principal branches, through

his manner of working the Educational Depository attached to his department by

the law, and that the injury threatens to increase indefinitely in the future.

" 2. That the said Chief Superintendent does not confine himself even to

the sales sanctioned by law, but seeks, on his own authority, to engross the supply

of all libraries, of whatever kind, in the province ; and also of the school book
trade generally, for private as well as public schools, having no power by statute

to do so.

" 3. That there exists in no other country such a monopoly, nor are there

such fetters set on any other trade in this province.
" 4. That our trade throughout the province is perfectly competent to supply

the public wants in our department of commerce, and that therefore the Deposi-

tory is a useless burden on the public purse, besides being confessedly a violation

of the fundamental principles of political economy and of the social compact.
" 5. That the growth of the book trade is of vital importance to the develop-

ment of any people ; and that, therefore, whatever unjustly or unnecessarily de-

presses and cramps it, is an injury to the State, at once in its intellect and heart.

" 6. That while the Chief Superintendent professes to furnish libraries at a
great saving to the public, they are not sold lower than your petitioners continu-

ally supply similar wholesale orders, though they live by the profits, and have to

pay rents, salaries, and taxes; while the Chief Superintendent has no profit to

make and no burdens to bear.
u 7. That on these grounds, among others, affecting at once the economical

use of the public money, the literary progress of Canada, and the great rights of

commerce, your petitioners would humbly pray that it may seem good to your

Honorable House to cause an inquiry to be made into the scheme and operations

of the said Educational Depository in all its branches.
" And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
" Thompson & Co., Andrew H. Armour & Co., John C. Geikie, Magnus

Shewan, Eastwood, Woodall & Co., James Bain, Henry Rowsell, T. Maclear,

Charles Fletcher, Patrick Doyle, Wyman & Co., Wm. G. F. Smart, A. W. Bost-

wick, John Edward, Toronto; W. Warwick, J. W. Sherwood. Woodstock; Thos.

Pritchard, Norwich ; J. McMullen, Henderson & Wylie, Brockville ; R. &. W.
Reid, Taylor & Wilson, James Gillean, London ; John Duff, John Creighton,

T. W. Robinson, Kingston; D. Howell, J. Chapman, W. March, D. Hume, Gait;

James C. Ansley, Morice Hay, Port Hope ; Henry Allan, Jas. Pringle, Cobourg

;

P. C. Allan, Guelph ; R. & H. O'Hara, J. & M. Climie, G. Stoughton, J. Strachan,

Bowmanville ; Holt & Angell, J. & S. Kneeshaw & Co., Richard R. Donnelly,

D. McLellan, Gentry & Brown, Gillespie & Robertson, Geo. Barnes & Co., James
Buntin & Co., Hamilton; Michael Brown, Thomas Evans, Andrew Hudson,

Brantford."
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Remarks on the foregoing Petition.

After the Secretary of a Toronto Booksellers' Association, has canvassed Upper
Canada, it appears that the names of forty-eight booksellers, stationers and news-
paper venders (for such appear in the above list) out of the n;irnes of some three

or four times as many persons engaged in the same branches of business in Upper
Canada, have been induced to sign a petition, the truth of the statements in which
most of the signers could know nothing, and which statements arc contradicted by
another memorial, signed by some of the largest booksellers in Toronto (sec page 46),
who are equally alive to their own rights and just interests as the signers of the

above memorial ; but who have also regard to interests beyond their own. "But, I

will notice the statements of the memorial in the order of the paragraphs, which I

have numbered for reference.

1. How far there is any truth in the first paragraph of the petition, the pages

of the preceding report will show.

2. The different statements in the 2nd paragraph may be noticed separately.

It is alleged that I " seek to engross the supply of all libraries, of whatever kind, in

the Province." This is not true. I have declined supplying private libraries, as well

as private individuals, with books. To no other libraries whatever, except those of

the Municipalities and School Sections, have I made any apportionment of the Legis-

lative Library appropriation ; but I have supplied library books to those institutions

which are aided by Parliamentary grants, such as Mechanics' Institutes ; but to

these I have made no apportionment. I have simply allowed them, on their own
application, to get books for their libraries from the Depository of the Public School

Department, because Parliament has recognized them as public institutions, by

granting them aid out of the public revenue to procure books. It remains to be

seen whether Mechanics' Institutes have not a right to procure books for their

libraries at a public department with public money, or whether I would be justified

in refusing them that privilege, and subject them to individual speculation in the

expenditure of money granted by Parliament.

But if the managers of these valuable institutes, which have become a part

and parcel of the public institutions of the country, could obtain the books they

desire of these complaining booksellers, at the low prices alleged in the petition,

would they come for that purpose to the Department of Public Instruction, which

makes no appropriation or abatement of prices to " engross" the supply of their

libraries ?* The petitioners assert also that I seek to M engross the School Book
Trade generally, for Private as well as Public Schools.'' Now, the preceding

(18-33) pages of this report shew, that instead of there being any trulh in this

statement of the petitioners, I have desired to have nothing to do with the "School

Book Trade generally," but have procured for private Canadian publishers the

privilege of repriniing the books recommended for the Schools generally,

have encouraged them to provide these books for the schools, — which is

done by them throughout the length and breadth of the land. What is not

a little remarkable is, to see attached to this petition the names of firms,

in which large sums have been annually realized from the printing and sale

of books for the " school book trade generally," the right to print which I

had procured for them, and the standard copies after which to print I had

furnished to them. The extent of my seeking to M engross the school book trade

Trade generally" has been, in addition to aiding and encouraging the reprint and

sale by Canadian Publishers and Booksellers of the National series of Text-books,

to secure School Trustees and parents of pupils against reprints of inferior quality

and at exorbitant prices ; and this I did by publishing the prices at which and the

means by which the original editions of the Irish National Books could be imported

* A list of the Mechanics' Institutes supplied with books from the Public Library Depository will

be found on page 70. F22
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from Dublin. The effect of such notices and publications was, to secure good re-

prints of the National books and at moderate prices. A specimen of the inferior

quality and errors of school books which some of the signers of this petition used to

sell " to the School Book Trade generally" and to parents of School children in par-

ticular, and the high prices at which they sold them, in comparison of the

quality and correctness and prices of the same books published and sold by these

same firms now-a-days, would be ample to explain the cause of their zeal in

getting up this petition, and in soliciting others to sign it, while it would show
some of the advantages which the country at large has derived from proceedings on
my part for which I am assailed in this petition. As to my having sought to
" engross the supply of private Schools with books" it is also a mistake, though I

have allowed the heads of private Ladies' Schools to procure, at full prices, Maps,
Globes and apparatus for their schools, and that for the reasons that such schools had
not been provided for in the School Law, though of the greatest importance to the

community,— that such articles could not be procured elsewhere, and that they
were designed for whole classes at School, and not for the mere benefit <»f indi-

viduals. But I do not permit pupils of either private or public Schools or Colleges

to procure Text-books at the Public Depository, except under the written declaration

that they cannot obtain them in the city. In regard to the Grammar Schools

of the country, the necessity of being able to supply the Text-books recommended
to be used in them, and required by the regulations, was even stronger than that for

being able to supply copies of the Dublin editions of the National School books on
their first recommendation for use in the Common Schools; but the sales by the

Educational Department of that class of these books from which certain signers of

this petition have stated in the newspapers to be the principal source of their

profit, as stated in a note on the 47th page of the preceding report, amounted
for the year 1857 to the sum of £197 19s. 3d,—a fact sufficiently illustrative itself

of the truth and reason of the statements and complaints of these parties.

3. The third paragraph of the petition is amply refuted by what has been
shown in the preceding report, pp. 27-33, to have been done, and to be still doing, in

Great Britain and Ireland, and in several of the neighboring States.

4 & 5. The preceding Report, pp. 41-49, shows how far and in what manner
the public wants of Municipalities and School Sections in regard to Libraries are

supplied by the ordinary book trade in the State of New York, as also how such
wants would have been or would be supplied in Upper Canada without the Depart-

ment of Public Instruction ; and likewise to how great and unprecedented an ex-

tent the book trade has been developed since the operation, if not largely through

the instrumentality, of the Educational Department.

On the important questions of " political economy and the social compact,'' I

may remark that in Great Britain, and in several of the American States, where
Government has gone further to supply public libraries than in Upper Canada, "the

fundamental principles of political economy and of the social compact " are quite

as well understood as among the newspaper venders, stationers, and booksellers

whose names are attached to this petition. It is probably the first time

in Canada, or in any other country, that forty eight men, professedly learned

in the science of government and of the rights of man, discovered " the funda-

mental principles of political economy and of the social compact," which deny
to a public school corporation or municipality, or government itself, the right to buy

a book except from a private bookseller, and that at his price and convenience !

According to this new article of the " social compact '' and this new doctrine of *' poli-

tical economy," the bookseller is supreme, and the body politic—whether of a school

section, or a township, or a town, or a city, or a country—is his humble servant

!

To others than these forty-eight petitioners it might seem an essential principle of

the social compact that government exists to promote the interests and happiness of

the greatest number, and not merely of a bookseller at the expense of the com-
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munity ; and that it is a sound principle of political economy that School Corpora-
tions and Municipalities, any more than private individuals, should not pay two
dollars to one man for a book when they can get it at a dollar and a half of another
man; that they should provide the instruments of instruction and of intellectual

improvement for their constituencies in the cheapest and best manner possible,

and that Government should enable them to do so. This is the whole theory of the
library and school-map and apparatus Depository in connexion with the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction for Upper Canada.

6. In the sixth paragraph of the petition it is said, "That while the Chief Super-
intendent professes to furnish libraries at a great saving to the public, they are not
sold lower than your petitioners continually supply similar wholesale orders." This
statement, though without proof, does not admit of so easy a refutation as some
others contained in the petition, because none of the petitioners has a fourth of
the books recommended and provided for public libraries, others of them have few
or none of those books, and not one of them furnishes the public with a printed
catalogue of his books and their " wholesale " prices ; whereas the Educational
Department has given the utmost publicity to the prices as well as titles of the
public library books. But 1 have to offer the following remarks in reply to this

statement. The same number of the Globe newspaper which publishes this

petition, contains book advertisements from two of the signers of the petition

and the sole getters up of it, and those advertisements give the titles an their

prices of several books contained in the Public Library Catalogue. One book
advertised by them at $3.50 per copy, is furnished to the school and Municipal
Corporations for a public library at $2.90 per copy, and another edition of the

same work at two dollars per copy. A series of books advertised by them
at $1 per volume, is furnished by the Educational Department for public libraries

at 70 cts. per volume; and another scries, advertised at $1.50 per volume, is

furnished for public libraries at $1 per volume. Such booksellers may very well

seek to abolish the public library Depository ! They may now and then sell an
auction-bought or trade-sale book at a very low price; or to attract business, or

answer a particular purpose, they may offer certain well-known books at very
low prices; but their own printed advertisements (as they publish no cata-

logues) are the only sure, though, of course, for them, the most favorable rule of

judging as to the truth of this statement of their own petition
; for it may be fairly

presumed that the books, the prices of which they do not publish, are not lower--
more probably higher— than those which they do publish. It will not be pretended
that books are sold cheaper in the interior towns of Canada than at Toronto, nor
that the authors of this petition will reduce the prices of their books one
third when selling fifty, twenty, or ten pounds' worth for a library, and pack
the books, furnish the paper to cover them, and library labels, &c, and deliver them
at the railway station free of charge, as does the Educational Department, and that

to the poorest and most remote school section which sends five dollars, upon the same
terms and in the same manner as to the municipality sending five hundred dollars.

2. My second remark is, a comparison of catalogues will show that the books are

supplied by the Educational Department for public libraries in Upper Canada at

considerably lower prices than they are sold to the public where they are published,

either in Europe or America. 3. As stated on the 41st page of the preceding
Report, the prices at which the Superintendent of Public Instruction in the

Slate of Indiana reports his having bought at New York at one time

books to the value of upwards of $150,000 for 690 Township Libraries

in that State— each Library consisting of 321 volumes, and of the same
books ; so that there were purchased 690 copies of each book. The bill

of one bookseller amounted to $ 115,986.53. Books purchased in such
quantities each, and to such an amount at one time, should be procured at very
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low prices. Yet the prices at which these books are reported to have been pur-

chased by wholesale in New York, are on the average higher than the catalogue

prices at which the same books are supplied in the smallest quantities by the

Educational Department to the most remote School Sections in Upper Canada.
4. My fourth remark is, that I have no other interest or wish different from
that of School and Municipal Corporations which procure the libraries ; I cannot
derive any personal advantage from the dearness or cheapness of the books; my
only interest as well as my ambition is to procure for the Public Libraries a
variety of the best books at the lowest prices possible. But I may add, that

though the cheapness of books for the Public Libraries is an important considera-

tion, it is still more important to provide for the careful selection of good books,

and to provide against the imposition upon local School Sections of pernicious

or worthless books. This cannot be done without an official selection of books,

the publication of an official catalogue of them, provisions for supplying them,
and for preventing the expenditure of the public money for the purchase of other

than the books included in the catalogue. In the State of New York, where a
selection of library books was recommended by State authority, but no similar

State provision made to give effect to that recommendation, the public money has

been largely diverted and misapplied, as stated by the State Superintendent in

his last Annual Report, quoted on the 42nd page of the preceding report, and
the library system there has proportionably declined and fallen into disrepute. I

have been informed by a person of much practical knowledge of the book trade

in the State of New York, that it is quite a business there with many booksellers

to rid themselves of their unsaleable books by getting them bought for the school

libraries. This they do through their agents in different ways. Sometimes they

impose upon trustees who have not the information or the means of informing
themselves as to the nature and real value of such books. At other times, copies

of certain books are presented to the agent of the trustees, or to individual trustees

themselves, on the condition of, and as an inducement to, their purchasing the

books offered for their school district library,—the same as the Annual School
Reports show how the agents of school book publishers get their books adopted
and introduced into Schools by presenting some of them to the teacher or prin-

cipal, or allowing him a certain per centage on the amount of their books sold

for the use of the School. It is wonderful to what an extent this sys'em of book-

selling is carried on in the neighboring States ; and it would probably aid some
of the Toronto and other signers of this petition to reduce, if not " clear off''

the "dead stock'' of their school and other books at the expense of School
Sections and Municipalities, did corresponding facilities for doing so exist in

Upper Canada as in the State of New York. Hence their attacks upon the

Educational Department for the protection as well as' assistance it affords to Mu-
nicipalities and School Sections against such a system of imposition and extortion.

7. But while I feel it my duty thus to expose the statements and objects of

this petition, I entirely agree in its prayer, that the Legislative Assembly would
"cause an enquiry to be made into the scheme and operations of the Educational
" Depository in all its branches,"—desirous as I am to remedy any defects, and to

make any improvements which may be discovered or suggested by the most careful

investigation of disinterested parties,—convinced as I am that I have been too

reluctant, rather than too willing, to meet cases of private schools in regard to

certain articles which never have been and never would be otherwise accessible to

them ; and satisfied as I am, from the experiments and examples of other educa-

tional states and countries, as well as from the nature of the work, either that nothing

at all should be done by Government in reference to the introduction into the schools

and municipalities of school-maps, apparatus, and libraries, or provision must be

made to supply them similar to or in advance of that which has been established by
the Educational Department of Upper Canada.










